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ABSTRACT

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter I

is an introduction to the methodological foundations of

Axiomatic Functionalism. It deals with the characteristic

features of this theory, particularly its underlying philosophy

of science and its adoption of function as a criterion of relevance.

It also draws a distinction between the theory, description,

and fields of speech-phenomenon, and the criteria for evaluating

the theory and descriptions.

Chapter II introduces the axiomatic functionalist notions,

'sign', 'word' and 'grammateme '.

Chapter III deals with natural language as a system of

systems, thus defining the place of morphology within this

system. This inevitably involves some discussion of the differ¬

ent types of semiotic systems.

Chapter IV deals with the criteria set up by Axiomatic

Functionalism for indentifying morphological complexes as

opposed to syntactic ones.

Chapter V deals with gender, both, as natural and

grammatical 'category'. It also establishes the female-sex

moneme in M.S. A. and gives its realizations.

Chapter VI deals with what may be called under the

Axiomatic Functionalist view the 'nominal governed syntagm'

in M.S. A. First the chapter introduces some syntactic notions



in the above-mentioned theory. Secondly, the chapter deals

with nominal governed syntagm in M.S. A.

Chapter VII deals with Gender-concord in nominal

governed syntagm in M.S.A., with some conclusions concerning

gender-concord in the language in question.

Chapter VIII deals with the treatment of gender by

traditional Arab grammarians and the criteria for this treat¬

ment.
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INTRODUCTION

The present work is, mainly, a descriptive study of the

phenomenon of gender - concord in the nominal governed syntagm

in Modern Standard Arabic according to Mulder's Axiomatic

Functionalist theory.

Modern Standard Arabic may be characterised as that

variety of inter-Arabic which is normally used as a medium of

expression in official documents and decrees, books, articles,

religious ceremonies and functions, news broadcasts, etc. The

main difference between this variety of Arabic and what is

referred to as classical Arabic is, perhaps, a lexical one.

Phonologically, morphologically and syntactically, the two

varieties of Arabic are often said to be close to each other. One

of the main reasons why I have chosen M. S. A. as opposed to,

say, the Baghdadi dialect as the subject-matter of my research

is the fact that two relevant axiomatic functionalist studies of

the phonology and syntax of M. S. A. have been carried out at

St. Andrews, namely Nobani (1978) and Sitrak (1981). I shall,

therefore, utilize their results in the present dissertation.

Traditional Arab grammarians confuse so-called gram¬

matical genders with semantic ones. The present work draws

a distinction between so-called grammatical gender and semantic

gender. These two phenomena are distinct from each other,

from the logical point of view. While grammatical gender is

redundant from the semantic point of view, it is important from

the grammatical one.
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Table of Modern Standard Arabic Phonemes

/m/ (labial, nasal) /maat/ (died)

/b/ (labial, occlusive) /baab/ (a door)

/f/ (labial, fricative) /faar/ (has boiled)

Ad/ (apical, occlusive, voiced, emphatic) /daar/ (harmful)

/d/ (apical, occlusive, voiced, non-emphatic) /daar/ (a house)

/1/ (apical, occlusive, unvoiced, emphatic) /taal/ (became longer)

/1/ (apical, occlusive, unvoiced, non-emphatic) /taab/ (has repented

/$/ (apical, fricative, voiced, emphatic) /$Arf/ (an envelope)

/$/ (apical, fricative, voiced, non-emphatic) /$aab/ (has melted)

/©/ (apical, fricative, unvoiced) /Qaar/ (rose up)

/n/ (apical, nasal) /naar/ (fire)

/S/ (hushing, occlusive) /iaar/ (neighbour)

/£/ (hushing, fricative) /Saab/ (has become grey-haired)

/?/ (glottal, occlusive) /?am/ (or)

/h/ (glottal, fricative) /haan/ (has become easy)

/ z/ (hissing, voiced) /zaar/ (has visited)

/§/ (hissing, unvoiced, emphatic) / saah / (shouted)

/s/ (hissing, unvoiced, non-emphatic) /saar/ (walked)

/*\/ (pharyngal, voiced) /par/ (a shame)

/■h/ (pharyngal, unvoiced) /"haal/ (condition)

(1) The above M. S. A. phonemes have been established by S. Sitrak
in his thesis "A Phonological Description of M. S. A. sub¬
mitted at St. Andrews 1981. I based my phonological forms on
this description, except for the long vowels where I use
duplication.
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/"y/ (velar, voiced) /yaab/ (has disappeared)

/x/ (velar, unvoiced) /xaab/ (has failed)

/q/ (dorsal, emphatic) fqaal/ (has said)

/k/ (dorsal, non-emphatic) /kaal/ (has measured)

/I/ (lateral, emphatic) /uallaah/ (by God)

/I/ (lateral, non-emphatic) /laa/ (will never)

/r/ (r-ness) /raah/ (has gone)

/a/ (short, spread) /?ab/ (a father)

/aa/ (long, neutral) /daar/ (a house)

/i/ (short, spread) /min/ (from)

/ii/ (long, spread) /fiil/ (an elephant)

/u/ (short, rounded) /"Rub/ (love)

/uu/ (long, rounded) /duur/ (houses)
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CHAPTER I

The Axiomatic Functionalist Theory

The aim of this chapter is to discuss some of the character¬

istic features of Axiomatic Functionalismi, the theory to be applied

in the following description of 'gender - concord in Modern Standard

Arabic'. This will include a discussion of the Axiomatic Function¬

alist point of view toward linguistic theory and linguistic description,

and the relation between them. It will also deal with the criteria

adopted in Axiomatic Functionalism for evaluating linguistic theory

and linguistic description.

1.1. The Characteristic Features of the Theory

The two main characteristic features of Axiomatic

Functionalism are the use of the 'axiomatic-deductive ' method for

theory building, and the adoption of 'function' as its criterion of

relevance. These two features are embodied in the name of the

theory. As far as the first feature is concerned, the theory is said

to contain an explicit set of axioms and definitions which can be

used to derive an infinite number of theorems. The theorems them¬

selves are not explicitly stated in the theory. As far as the second

point is concerned, 'function' is said to constitute the point of view

of the theory^. The notion 'functional' is embodied in the first

(1) The point of view is expressed by Martinet in this following
dictum: "Function is the criterion of linguistic reality". In
Axiomatic Functionalism 'function' is regarded as a criterion
of linguistic relevance, and not linguistic reality.
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axiom of the theory which says, "All features in semiotic set are

functional." 'Functional' is defined as, "separately relevant to

the purport of the whole of which it is a part" (Mulder, 1980, c,

Def. la). From the functionalist point of view, the purport of

language is communication. A functional entity is an entity which

is separately relevant to the purport of communication. 'Function'

between entities can be established by the procedure of comm¬

utation. 'Commutation' is defined as the "alternation between

semiotic entities, or 'zero' and semiotic entities in functional

. 2,
opposition" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 7a ). For instance, the identity

of the English phoneme /s/ is established by opposing it to the

phoneme flf as in /sit/ versus /lit/, or to zero as in /sit/ versus

/(Sit/.

1.2. The Structure of the Theory

The theory contains three types of statement : 'axioms',

'definitions' and 'theorems'. As has been previously mentioned,

theorems are not explicitly stated in the theory, since they can be

logically derived from the axioms and definitions. Axioms and

definitions maybe regarded as the 'primitive statements' of the

theory since they are not derivable from anything else in that

theory. The theory also contains two types of terms: 'primitive'

and 'non-primitive' terms.

The first type of statements in the theory is 'axioms'. The

axioms of the theory are basic statements which cannot be evalu¬

ated or criticized on grounds of empirical 'truth' or 'falsity'.



"The initial justification for these statements is that they seem

reasonable and acceptable to others, and their further justification

is that they are assumed, in the absence of refutation, to be

appropriate" (Mulder, 1980, b, p. 23). The axioms of the theory

are logically prior to anything else in that theory.

The second type of statements in the theory is 'definitions'.

The main task of definitions is to attach meaning to non-primitive

terms used in the axioms or in other definitions. The process of

defining terms in the theory, goes on until nothing is left but

primitive terms (i. e. terms which do not require any further

definition). The other task of the definitions is to introduce notions

of the theory, such as the notions 'commutation', 'distinctive

function', 'simultaneity', 'phoneme', etc.

1. 3. Linguistic Description

According to Axiomatic Functionalism, linguistic descrip¬

tion is "the application of a particular linguistic theory to a

selected field of linguistic phenomena" (Mulder, 1980, b. p. 17).

The statements in the description imply both, the theory and the

field of speech-phenomena. These statements are hypotheses in

the true sense of the term, i. e. they can be confronted with the

phenomena they purport to describe in order to test their adequacy

and appropriateness. Statements in descriptions are unrefuted,

though, in principle, refutable hypotheses.

The description contains 'models'. Descriptive models

are notions which refer to entities in descriptions such as,
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'phoneme', 'distinctive features'. Entities in descriptions are

not entities in the real world, but "they are regarded as standing

in a certain relation of isomorphism with certain classes of phen¬

omena" (Mulder, 1980, b, p. 25). The notions in the theory

corresponding to these models are called 'meta-models '.

The description also contains 'labels' which are language

specific. Such labels are to be established for each language

separately, for example, the labels 'verb', 'subject', 'semi¬

vowel', etc. in, say, a description of English.

1.4. The relation between Linguistic Theory, Linguistic

Description, and Speech-phenomena

From the point of view of Axiomatic Functionalism, the

aim of linguistics is "to make possible the scientific description

of any chosen field of speech-phenomena" (Mulder, 1980, b, p. 16).

This can be achieved by providing a theory as a device, which

can be applied to unlimited fields of speech-phenomena. The

relation between linguistic theory, linguistic description, and

speech-phenomena is represented by the following diagram given

by Mulder (1980, b, p. 18) :

' ^ ' means 'implies' or 'presupposes'.



Description of Fields of speech-phenomena

FIGURE 1

The diagram shows that there is a one-to-one relation
i

between each description and a particular field of speech-phenomena.

But there is a one-to-many relation between the linguistic theory

and the descriptions which result from the application of that

theory. On the other hand, there is an indirect relation between

the theory and any field of speech-phenomena. The theory and

fields of speech-phenomena are independent of each other, in

the sense that the theory may or may not have been applied to any

field of speech-phenomena. And fields of speech-phenomena may

or may not have been described under the theory. The description

presupposes both, the theory and a particular field of speech-

phenomena; therefore it is said to be based on both of them. The
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existence of the theory is not dependent on the existence of the

description or speech-phenomena.

1.5. Criteria for evaluating Linguistic Theory

and Linguistic Description

According to Axiomatic Functionalism, linguistic theory

should be consistent, simple, and adequate. These three require¬

ments are referred to as the meta-hypotheses of the theory.

Consistency of a theory implies that the theory should not contain

contradictory statements, nor should such statements be derivable

from it. From the Axiomatic Functionalist point of view, the state¬

ments of the theory should be appropriate, though arbitrary ones.

The selection of the first statement is controlled by considerations

of appropriateness, and all other statements that follow must be

consistent with the first ones and with each other.

A linguistic theory should be simple, i.e. it shotild have no

redundant elements in it. It should also avoid, as far as possible,

any undue complexity in its statements. But because of the one-

to-many relation between the theory and the particular descriptions

based on it, it is reasonable to sacrifice some simplicity in the

theory if this leads to more simplicity in the descriptions (Mulder,

1980, b, p.21).

A linguistic theory should also be adequate in the sense that

it should make possible the setting up of an unlimited number of

good linguistic descriptions which must fulfill the meta-hypotheses

of consistency.
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Consistency of the description implies that every statement

in the description must be consistent with the other statements in

the description; this may be called 'internal' consistency of the

description. At the same time, the description should be consis¬

tent with the theory it is based upon, in the sense that every state¬

ment in the description should be justified by the theory. Otherwise,

the description will be said to be arbitrary.

Simplicity of the description can be achieved by avoiding

redundant elements and complexities in the description. The

number of the statements in the description should be reduced to

a minimum to make the task of evaluating the consistency and

adequacy of the description easy to carry out.

A linguistic description should also be adequate, in the sense

that it should account for all relevant phenomena (both actual and

potential) within its own scope. This accounts for the fact that the

description is both 'descriptive' and 'generative'. The descrip¬

tion must ensure a full and detailed coverage of the data that lie

within its own scope.

Descriptive statements must be materially adequate, i.e.

they must be consistent with the data they aim to account for.

What has been said above concerning the meta. -hypothesis of the

theory and the descriptions based on it may be represented by

the following scheme (Mulder, 1980, a, p. 12) :
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(2)

I

>" means "potentially implies"

FIGURE 2

consistency
of description

adequacy
of theory

3)

simplicity of
description

Appropriateness of Theory

simplicity
of theory

(2) The feasibility of the point of view depends on the possibility
of satisfying, under such a point of view, all other require¬
ments mentioned above (Mulder, 1980, a, p. 12). '



CHAPTER II

The Notions Sign, "Word and C-rammateme

The aim of this chapter is to deal with the Axiomatic

Functionalist notion 'sign' and the notions 'word' and 'gramma-

teme' as these notions will be used in the descriptive part of this

thesis.

2. 1. The notion 'sign'

According to the Axiomatic Functionalist point of view,

language is a type of semiotic system. A semiotic system is any

system of conventions for communication. All semiotic systems

contain signa (i.e. entities with both form and information-value)

Signa, themselves, belong to a wide group of entities that fall

outside semiotic systems. These entities which also convey

information are called indices. From the point of view of

Axiomatic Functionalism, 'index' is an entity which conveys

information that is outside itself. In other words, "an entity (a)

is an index if and only if it conveys some information (that b)

outside itself" (Mulder and Hervey, 1980, b, p. 178) in symbols

(a1 > b). This implies that (a) and (b) are not identical. An

example of index is (knock at the door > someone is coming)

In Axiomatic Functionalism, indices are classified into

two sub-categories : natural indices, and signa. Each sub¬

category is sub-classified as in the following scheme :
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Index

symtol symbol

FIGURE 3

In natural indices, the relation between the index and the

information it conveys is a natural empirical relation (i.e. no

knowledge of conventions is needed for inferring the information).

An example of a natural index is (heavy clouds probability

of rain). In this example, the items (heavy clouds^and (rain) are

naturally related. It is natural that rain does not occur without

the presence of clouds. 'Natural index' could be further classified

into 'symptomatic index' and 'signalling device'. In the first type,

the index itself is a natural phenomenon, as for instance

(lightening thunder). In the second type, the index itself

is an artificial element, as (whistling of kettle :—^ water has

boiled)^.

In signa, the relation between the index and the information

it conveys is not a natural, but a conventional one. The relator

(1) The boiling of water causes the whistling only if the kettle is
fitted with a whistle.
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is purely conventionally determined, as for example in (air-raid

warning > air-raid expected). In this example the two

items are not naturally related i.e. the air-raids are not the

natural cause of air-raid warnings.

A signum is either a symbol or a sign. A symbol is a

signum whose information-value is not wholly determined by fixed

conventions, such as the symbols of algebra, e.g. (a * ■■ > the

number 4). In algebraic symbols the information value for each

symbol has to be assigned by a separate definition for each separ¬

ate operation or set of operations. Symbols are of two types:

proper symbols, and nonce symbols. A proper symbol is a "symbol

whose information value in a given operation is partially determined

by the fixed conventions of the system to which it belongs, but also

depends on a separate definition for each separate operation"

(Mulder and Hervey, 1980, b, p. 184), e.g. algebraic symbols. A

nonce symbol is a "symbol whose information value in a given

operation is in no way determined by the fixed conventions of a

system to which it belongs, but depends wholly on setting up a

convention by separate definition for each separate operation"

(Mulder and Hervey, 1980, b, p. 185), as for instance (George

> dog).

A sign is a signum whose information-value is wholly det¬

ermined by the fixed conventions of the system it belongs to, e.g.

the signs of Morse Code, or linguistic signs. In Morse Code, the

sign 1. indicates the letter (a) in English and cannot indicate
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anything else, nor can (a) be indicated by any other signum in the

system.

As has been mentioned above, signs are entities with both,

(form) and (information-value). Linguistic sign is defined in

Axiomatic Functionalism as a "conjunction of a particular expres¬

sion and a particular content" (Mulder and Hervey, 1972, c, p. 28).

A particular sign implies and is implied by a particular expression

and a particular content that mutually imply one another and imply

the sign itself. It may be represented by the following diagram,

(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 24) :

S 'S* stands for a particular sign,

.A. 'E' for a particular expression, and
E >• C ' C' for a particular content.

FIGURE 4

Expression is a particular class of phonological forms^pl
in its capacity of standing in relation with a particular distinctive

>> -jx X
function in grammars, in symbols ) pt R s . Phonological form

£ is defined in Axiomatic Functionalism as a "particular self-

contained class of one or more phonetic forms|f|, each member f
in its capacity of standing in relation with a particular distinctive

/ w X
function in phonology d in symbols tfj R d " (Mulder, 1980, c,

Def. 23). Distinctive function is defined as "the set of oppositions

into which a particular semiotic entity enters" (Mulder, 1980,
3

c, Def. 7a ).

Content is the reverse of expression, it is defined as "a

particular distinctive function in grammar in its capacity of
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standing in relation with a particular class of phonological forms

(p}" in symbols s*: k(2> [P}x From functionalist point of view,
expression and content stand for different but equivalent things.

. \X x

'Sign' is the conjunction of 'content' and 'expres s ion' i.e.l pi R s

and s ft But because of the equivalence between the notions,

'sign', 'expression', and 'content', we can symbolise any of the

three by means of the other. For simplicity considerations, 'sign'
( X' x

is symbolised in Axiomatic Functionalism as J pV R s . An

example of a sign in English is the plural moneme which has a

number of allomorphs, one of which is '/iz/' in 'churches'.

2.2. 'Word' and 'grammateme'

Axiomatic Functionalism drav/s a distinction between two

types of plereme: word and grammateme. This distinction is a

realisationally based one as is obvious from the the following defi¬

nition of 'word' and 'grammateme' given by Mulder (1980, c) :

'Word' for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs, established

in such a fashion that all its members have a continuous (i.e.

uninterrupted) phonological form" (Def. 29a) e.g. the plereme

'system' in English.

'Grammateme' for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs,

established in such a fashion that some of its members have a

(2) ft indicates the converse of the relation R.
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non-continuous (i. e. interrupted) phonological form".

It
The problem of having to distinguish between "word" and

"grammateme" arises especially in language that exhibit the feature

of so-called "concord", i. e. contextual variance with regard to

allomorphs of words, which variance is governed by the use of

another constituent in the construction. A classical example of

this is so-called "gender" as, for instance, in French or German.

In French, for instance, we may say that "la grande montagne

blanche", /la grad motan bias/, contains, as constituents, four

pleremes. Now, it is equally correct to say that the phonological

form of these pleremes, in this particular instance, is /la/, /grad/,

/motan/, and /bias/ respectively, as it is to say that their phono¬

logical form is /I/, /gra/, /a. . d motan. . . s/, and /bla/ respect¬

ively. In the first case we have to add that /la/, /grad/, and

/bias/, are affected by "concord", i. e. that their variance is

governed by the fact that they are in construction with a so-called

masculine "noun", as this is not immediately clear from the

presentation. In the second case it is immediately clear that

"motan" governs the variance, but we have separately to account

for the fact that the particular phonological form the other entities

assume is governed rather by the identity of the pleremes "la",

"grand", and "blanc", and only the fact that they assume that

form is governed by their being in constitution with the plereme

"montagne". The two ways of presentation are, therefore, com¬

plementary, rather than being in competition. As the difference

between the two modes is intensional, rather than extensional,

I
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i. e. it does not affect the identity of the pleremes in question,

one can use either, or both, according to the convenience, or

according to the emphasis on the one, or the other aspect of the

case. The term "grammateme" can also be used, irrespective

of whether there is "concord" involved, in other cases where the

phonological form of a plereme is discontinuous, or crosses

boundaries of what is normally the phonological form of a word.

E. g. in English, the plereme "can afford to" can be called a

grammateme, rather than a word, and so can, say, the plereme

"umbringen" in German, in view of allomorphs having such phono¬

logical forms as /briij. . .urn/, etc. In the last two examples,

the pleremes in question can only be set up as "grammatemes",

not as "words". In the earlier examples, they can be set up in

both ways. Some pleremes can only be "words", as they cannot

be set up in such a way that some of their allomorphs have dis¬

continuous phonological forms. Some languages may have only

one type of plereme, others may have only two of the three (i. e.

only establishable as words, only as grammatemes, and both

as words and as grammatemes) possible types of pleremes one

may find in a language. Of course, by definition every language

has pleremes. Any semiotic system that has a syntax must have

minimum syntactic entities, i. e. pleremes. Cf. Def. 8b^. Pler¬

emes are the grammatical analogues of cenemes (phonemes),

just as monemes are the grammatical analogues of distinctive

features (cf. Def. 8b"^). ^

A word of warning is necessary here. Care must be taken
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not to confuse 'concord' with a similar phenomenon designated

by the term 'congruence'. In the syntagm 'kataba ltaalibu ldarsa'

the verb 'kataba' agrees with the subject 'ltaalibu'. However,

this agreement is different from the agreement exhibited in con-

cord-phenomena. Whereas in concord-phenomena the nominal

cannot be left out without rendering the syntagm in which the

nominal is a part ill-formed, in congruence the subject, as in the

above example, can be left out without affecting the well-formedness

of the syntagm concerned.
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CHAPTER III

Language as a System of Systems

In this chapter I shall discuss the status of morphology in

natural language, from the point of view of Axiomatic Functional-

ism. I shall first deal with the classification of semiotic systems

as natural language is said to be a type of semiotic system.

Secondly, I shall deal with the view of language as a "system of

systems" (Mulder and Hervey, 1980, a), in order to show the

nature and place of morphology in it.

3.1. Semiotic systems: simple, complex:

unordered, ordered

A semiotic system is a "system of conventions for com¬

munication" (Mulder, 1968, Def. lc). Semiotic systems are

classified in Axiomatic Functionalism as follows :

Semiotic systems

FIGURE 5

N A simple semiotic system is a "system in which there is

no potential for combination of semiotic elements" (Mulder and
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Hervey, 1980, a, p. 74). Examples of this type of system are:

animal cries, and police whistle. By contrast, a complex semi-

otic system is a system in which there is potential for combination

of semiotic elements. This system contains simple, as well as,

complex elements; it may be either 'unordered' or 'ordered'.

A complex unordered system is a system in which there is

no potential for functional ordering between its elements. Every

complex semiotic element in such a system is a simultaneous

bundle of a specific set of constituents. In other words, a complex

of this type, which is constituted by the elements 'a' and 'b' can

be represented either as 'ab' or 'ba' without affecting the identity

of the complex. An example of this sytem is 'bee dance', also

'phonemes' in language which are considered as complexes of

distinctive features e.g. the phoneme /d/ in English which is said

to be a simultaneous bundle of the distinctive features: /apical/,

/occlusive/, and /voiced/.

A complex ordered system is a system in which there is

potential for functional ordering between its elements. A system

is said to be ordered if it contains at least two functionally different

constructional relations in which elements can stand with respect

to one another. Complex ordered systems are of three types.

The first type is cenologically ordered (i.e. .a system with a

71)
cenological articulation} . It contains elements (simple as well

(1) Articulation inAxiomatic Functional! sm is defined as the "syntactic
structuring of constituents into complexes between whose
elements there may be functional ordering (Mulder and Hervey,
1980, a, p.78).
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as complex) which are merely forms. These elements are

usually called 'figurae'. An example of this type of system is

Morse Code. Morse Code has two simple cenological elements,

!". ' and 1 and all the complex elements are constituted of these

elements. These figurae constitute the forms for the signa of

the system. For instance the complex 1. constitutes the form

of the signum which denotes the letter 'a', and this complex is

distinguished from that which denotes the letter ,'n' by the order¬

ing of its elements .

The second type of complex ordered system is a system

which is pierologically ordered (a system with a plerological

articulation). This type of system contains both simple and com¬

plex signa. The system of number-writings is an example of

this type of system. The simple signa in the system are: 0, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. All the other signa are combinations

of these signa together with the ordering relations between them.

A complex signum '45' contains the same elements as the com¬

plex '54' but differs from it by the ordering of these elements.

The third type of complex ordered system, is a system

with cenological as well as plerological articulation. This type

of system is called a 'system with a double articulation'. This

system contains simple and complex figurae, which in turn con

stitute the forms of the signa in the system. The system also

contains simple as well as complex signa. Examples of such

systems are written natural languages.
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3.2. Language as a system of systems

Although human natural language has double articulation,

it differs, in certain respects, from any type of semiotic system

which is said to be a 'system with double articulation', as we

shall see below.

The cenological (phonological) system of natural language

is a fully-fledged system, which consists of three sub-systems::

phonematics, phonotactics, and para-phonotactics . Phonematics

is an unordered complex system whose basic elements are the

distinctive features. These elements may combine simultaneously

to form phonemes in a language. A phoneme therefore, is a

"self-contained bundle of one or more distinctive features"

(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 8a). For instance, the phoneme /b/ in

English is a self-contained simultaneous bundle of the distinctive

features /labial/, /occlusive/, and /voiced/.

Phonotactics, is an ordered complex system whose basic

elements are the phonemes. The phonemes may combine into

larger ordered complexes called the phonotagms . A phonotagm

is a "self-contained bundle of positions in phonology" (Mulder,

1980, c, Def. 9a). The phonotagm /sit/ in English consists of the

phoneme fsf in prenuclear position, /if in nuclear position, and

(2)/1/ in post-nuclear position respectively .

(2) See Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology, 1968. I will
not deal with the notion 'position' as this falls outside the
scope of this thesis.
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(3)These two phonological sub-systems interlock in the

sense that phonematics provides the basic elements of phono-

tactics. The interlock between these two sub-systems can be

shown in the diagram below :

phonematics phonotactics

atomic distinctive features

<

phonemes
o
Y

molecular

<o

phonemes phonotagm s

FIGURE 6

Para-phonotactics is defined as "features accompanying,

but not determining the identity of phonotactic entities" (Mulder,

1980, c, Def. 17). Para-phonotactic features are either contrast-

ive or distinctive. Contrastive para-phonotactic features are

features with the sole function of groupment over and above

cenotactic groupment, as for example 'juncture ' and 'word

accent'. Distinctive para-phonotactic features are features

which are in a relation of commutation with one or more other

para-cenotactic features or with 'zero', as for instance 'tone' in

some languages.

(3) 'Interlocking' in Axiomatic Functionalism is "the one system
providing the forms of the entities of the other system" or "the
one system providing the basic elements of the other system"
(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 3c 2c).
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The plerological system (grammar) of natural language is

a fully-fledged system with three sub-systems: plerematics

(morphology), plerotactics (syntax), and para-pierotactics (para-

syntax). Morphology, is an unordered complex system whose

basic elements are the monemes (the analogues of distinctive

features in phonology). The monemes may combine simultan¬

eously with each other to form pleremes in a language. The

plereme, is a "self-contained bundle of one or more monemes"

(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 8b). For instance the plereme 'boy' in

English consists of one moneme 'boy', while the plereme 'went'

consists of two monemes, 'to go' and 'past tense'. Syntax, is

an ordered complex system whose basic elements are the pleremes.

The pleremes may combine into ordered syntactic complexes,

(4)called syntagms. A syntagm is a "self-contained bundle of

positions in grammar" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 9b).

The two sub-systems of grammar interlock with each other

in the sense that morphology provides syntax with the basic

elements, as in the following diagram :

(4) The term 'phrase' is used in Axiomatic Functionalism as
an alternative to the term 'syntagm'.
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-

morphology syntax

atomic monemes pleremes

molecular pleremes
Ke

syntax

FIGURE 7

Para-syntax is defined as "features accompanying, but not

determining the identity of syntactic entities" (Mulder, 1980, c,

Def. 18). These features are either contrastive or distinctive.

Contrastive para-syntactic features are features with the sole

function of groupment over and above syntactic groupment.

Examples of contrastive para-syntactic features are cases of

'suspensive' clause intonation. Distinctive para-syntactic

features are features that are in a relation of commutation with

one or more other para-syntactic features, as for example

sentence-intonation in language. Para-tactic features are,

perhaps, the features which distinguish spoken natural languages

from written natural languages.

There is another type of interlock between the two main

systems of language. The phonological and grammatical systems

interlock in the sense that phonology provides the phonological

forms for the grammatical entities^i. e. the signa.

The structure of natural language can be represented by

the following diagram, (Mulder, 1980, g, p. 147) :
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FIGURE 8

Allophony and allomorphy are not to be regarded as sub¬

systems in their own right, but are realisational levels. Allo¬

phony deals with allophones of phonological forms. Allophone is

defined as "a particular phonetic form f in its capacity of having

a particular distinctive function ch' (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 23a).

It may be symbolised in Axiomatic Functionalism as fXRdX,
where ,fX| refers to a particular phonetic form, d to a particular

distinctive function in phonology, and 'R' refers to relation between
X X

them. An example of allophone in English is p Rd . Allomorphy

deals with allomorphs. Allomorph is a "particular phonological

form p in its capacity of having a particular distinctive function
X X

s" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 24a), in symbols p R s . An example

of an allomorph in English is T/-iz/ R plural' as in churches.



CHAPTER IV

Axiomatic Functionalist Criteria for

Morphological Analysis

In this chapter, I shall deal with the Axiomatic Functionalist

criteria for identifying morphological complexes, as opposed to

syntactic ones. This chapter will be based on the article 'Pseudo-

composites and pseudo-words' (Hervey and Mulder, 1980, p. 122),

as this article constitutes the main work on morphology in Axiom¬

atic Functionalism.

4.1. Introduction

In terms of analysability, signs are either simple or com¬

plex. A simple sign is a sign which cannot be analysed into two

or more smaller constituents e.g. "cat". A complex sign is a

sign which can be analysed into two or more smaller constituents

e.g. "opened" which can be analysed into "to open" and "past tense".

Depending on the way we look at a simple sign (in a parti¬

cular inventory of signs) or on the relation that a particular sign

has to other signs in a construction, a simple sign may be either

a moneme or a plereme. Monemes are the minimal grammatical

entities in a language. This implies that all monemes are simple

signs, but not vice versa.

Complex signs are of two types, morphological complexes,

and syntactic complexes. A morphological complex is a self-

contained simultaneous bundle of two or more simple signs, by
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definition monemes. Because of the relation of simultaneity^
between the constituents of a morphological complex, the immediate

constituents of such a complex are its ultimate ones. A syntactic

complex is a self-contained bundle of two or more functionally

ordered grammatical entities. Syntactic entities are eithe pler-

emes or syntagms. The immediate constituents of a syntactic

complex are not necessarily its ultimate ones. What has been

mentioned above can be represented as follows :

4.2. Criteria for Identifying Morphological Complexes

Axiomatic Functionalists propose a set of four criteria for

identifying morphological complexes, as opposed to syntactic ones.

These criteria may be looked at as defining features of morpho¬

logical complexes. In other words, they are conditions that gram¬

matical complexes must satisfy in order to be regarded as

(1) Simultaneity in Axiomatic Functionalism is "the absence of
functional ordering". It could be illustrated by the example
"won" in English, which is a simultaneous bundle of two mon¬
emes "win" and "past tense". The ordering of the constituents
("win" + "past tense") is not functionally different from that of
("past tense" + "win").

sign

morphological
complex

syntactic
complex

FIGURE 9
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morphological complexes. They could be considered as the basis

for a 'decision procedure', by means of which the analyst can reach

a decision as to whether a given complex sign is a morphological

complex or a syntactic one. These criteria are :

(2)1. A morphological complex must be a self-contained potential

constituent in at least one larger complex sign (unless, it is
(3)

inherently maximum on the level in question)

2. A morphological complex must consist of at least two signs.

3. The constituents of a morphological complex must all be simple

signs. This implies that the immediate constituents of a mor¬

phological complex are at the same time its ultimate ones.

4. The constituent signs of a morphological complex must stand

in a relation of simultaneity with respect to each other in

complex signs.

These criteria are theorematic in Axiomatic Functionalism,

i.e. they are deducible from the axioms and definitions in the

theory. The hypothesis that 'a given sign !,P"is a morphological

complex' is valid if and only if it satisfies the above-mentioned

criteria, otherwise it will be considered as refuted.

We shall illustrate these criteria by applying them to the

following examples from English :

(2) 'Self-contained' for "representing all relative dependencies of
its members, as members of the set in question". The notion
'self-contained' can be applied to combinations of items as well
as to 'sets' (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. lb^).

(3) See Mulder and Hervey, The Strategy of Linguistics, p. 142, note 6.
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bus station blackbird

doorkey man are

dog

boys

Each of the above-mentioned examples is considered as a

tentative morphological comples "P", and our task is to test the

hypothesis whether "P" is a morphological complex or not.

Criterion 1: a morphological complex is a

self-contained constituent

'Commutation' is the procedure used for establishing

whether or not a tentative complex sign "P" in a given language is

a self-contained potential constituent. By commutation, it is

possible to show that the tentative morphological complexes, "bus

station", "doorkey", "dog", "boys" and "blackbird" are all self-

contained potential constituents. They can all commute with, for

instance, "train station" in the construction "the train station".

The tentative complex 'man are' cannot be identified as a complex

sign, because it does not occur in any larger complex as a self-

contained potential constituent. For example, in the syntagm 'the

sons and daughters of a man are his offspring', the items 'man'

and 'are' belong to different syntagms (the nominal syntagm and the

(4)
predicative syntagm) ; therefore, they do not constitute a self-

contained potential constituent. The hypothesis that '(man are) is

a morphological complex' is refuted.

(4) See also, Mulder, 1980, The Strategy of Linguistics, p. (135-136).
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Criterion 2: a morphological complex must consist

of at least two signs

'Commutation' is also the procedure by which we test

whether a given tentative sign, which satisfies the first criterion

is truly complex,i.e. to test whether a sign can be analysed into

two or more constituent signs. At this stage, particular care must

be taken to avoid pseudo-analysis either on intuitive grounds or

on the basis of 'form' alone. All grammatical constituents of a

sign "P" must be signs in their own right. Unless each of the con¬

stituents can be identified as a sign, none of the constituents can

be considered as a sign.

For 'a' to be considered as a constituent sign of the tenta¬

tive complex sign "P" the following conditions must be satisfied :

1. 'a' or a combinatory variant of 'a', must recur with the same

denotation in at least one other complex sign "P^" in the
language. This condition must be applied to each constituent
of "P".

2. The complex "P^" must be equivalent to "P" in terms of the
relations (including the semantic relation) between its immediate
constituents.

If it is the case that 'a', and every constituent of "P", are

signs in their own right, then it must be true that the denotation

of "P" is the function of the denotation of 'a' and the other constit¬

uents signs of "P" together with the semantic constribution of the

relation between them. The testing procedure for criterion (2)

takes the following format :
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(4)p v '

a R b

denotation of which bear s some denotation of

a relation to b

denotation of which bears some denotation of

b relation to a

p1

c R
a (or its combinatory

variant)

denotation of which bears some denotation of

c relation to a

denotation of which bears some denotation of

a relation to c

2
p

d R
b (or its combin¬
atory variant )

denotation of which bears some denotation of

d relation to b

denotation of which bears some denotation of

b relation to d

(4) This reversal of the tentative constituent reflects the 'fact' that
the 'R' is a relation of simultaneity in a morphological complex.
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By applying this procedure, we can test whether or not the

tentative complex signs, "bus station", "doorkey", "dog", "boys"

and "blackbird", are complex signs. The sign "dog" is unquestion-

ably a simple sign, becaus e it cannot be analysed into any smaller

signs. All the other signs , except "blackbird" , can be analysed

into smaller signs as in the following example: "boys :

P : "boys"

"boy" R "plural"

denotation of "boy which bears some denotation of "plural"
(having the quality of relation to (having the quality of
being non-adult male being more than one)
human being)

denotation of "plural" which bears some denotation of "boy"
(having the quality of relation to (having the quality of
being more than one) being non-adult male

human being)

Pj : "dogs"

"dog" R "plural"

denotation of "dog" which bears some denotation of "plural"
(membership in the relation to (having the quality of
class of dogs) being more than one)

denotation of "plural" which bears some denotation of "dog
(having the quality of relation to (membership in the
being more than one) class of dogs)

(5) I shall not schematise the test for the other signs as this will
be rather cumbersome.
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: "boyish"

"boy" R "ish"

denotation of "boy" which bears some denotation of "ish"

(having a certain qual¬
ity of being non-adult
male human being)

relation to (having a certain
quality)

denotation of "ish" which bears some denotation of "boy"
(having a certain
quality)

relation to (having a certain qual¬
ity of being non-adult
male human being)

I

In the case of "blackbird", any attempt to analyse this sign

breaks down on the identification of 'black' as a fully-fledged sign,

as shown by the following scheme :

P : "blackbird"

"black" R "bird"

denotation of "black" which bears some denotation of "bird"

(membership in a relation to (membership in the
sub-species of the class Qf birds)
thrush family) \

denotation of "bird"

(membership in the
class of birds)

which bears some

relation to

denotation of "black"

(membership in a sub¬
species of the thrush
family)
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~P • II O II

1 ' *

"black" R if 9 II

denotation of "black" which bears some denotation of n? n

(membership in a sub¬ relation to

species of the thrush

family)

Because the element 'black' does not recur in any other

complex in English while retaining its denotation, the element

'black' cannot be identified as a constituent sign in "blackbird".

If we identify 'black' as a constituent of "blackbird", we shall be

identifying a mere form 'black', and not a sign. Whatever 'black'

in "blackbird" means it does not mean 'having a colour property

of a certain kind'. In other words, there is no complex in English

which has the phonological form /black/, or its complementary

and the same denotation as the element 'black' in "blackbird".

The tentative constituent "black" is neither identifiable with 'black'

(denoting a colour-property), nor with any other element as for

instance 'black' in "blackberry". As the element 'black' in

"blackbird" is not identified as a sign, the element 'bird' can¬

not be established as a sign (i.e. unless each of the constituents

of a tentative complex sign can be established as a sign, then

none of the constituents of the complex in question is a sign). The

terms pseudo-composite and fossil are used in Axiomatic Function-

alism to refer to such a category of signs e.g. "blackboard",

"blackbird", "ladybird", "cranberry", etc.



Criterion 3: The constituent signs of "P"
— . ■ . ■ , . ■ , & . .

are simple signs

Having identified "bus station", "doorkey", and "boys" as

complex signs, we have to find out whether the immediate constit¬

uents of these complexes are simple signs or not. This depends

on whether or not each constituent can be further analysed into

smaller signs. In order to test whether the constituent signs of

a grammatical complex are simple signs or not, we resort to

'commutation'. If it is possible to analyse any one of the constit¬

uent signs of a grammatical complex into two or more signs, then

the sign in question is a complex sign, which, in turn, implies

that the complex sign is not a morphological complex, because

the immediate constituents of a morphological complex sign must

be its ultimate ones. In the case of the complexes mentioned

above, none of the constituents of any of these complexes can be

further analysed into two or more signs. The hypothesis 'the

immediate constituents of each one of the complexes are its

ultimate constituents' is valid, because we cannot find evidence

to refute it.

Having demonstrated that the tentative signs; "bus station",

"doorkey" and "boys" are :

1. self-contained potential constituents,

2. complex signs, and

3. the immediate constituents of these complexes

are all simple signs.
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Now we have to find out whether or not these signs satisfy the

fourth criterion.

Criterion 4: The complex sign ''P" is a

morphological complex

The last step is to show that the immediate constituents of

each complex are in a relation of simultaneity. In Axiomatic

Functionalism, constructional relations are of two types: relations

of functional ordering (asymmetrical relations), and relations of

simultaneity (symmetrical relations). Constructions with relations

of functional ordering between their constituents are syntactic con¬

structions, and constructions with relations of a morphological sim¬

ultaneity between their constituents are morphological constructions,

i.e. morphological complexes.

As there is no way to find positive evidence in support of

the hypothesis that 'the relation between the constituents of a

complex "P" is a relation of simultaneity', we should try every¬

thing hinges on finding or failing to find evidence that the relation

between the constituents of "P" is a relation of functional order¬

ing. Only if we fail to find such evidence, is the complex "P"

regarded as a morphological complex. The statement that 'the

relation between the constituents of a complex "P" is a relation

of simultaneity' is a valid hypothesis as long as no evidence can

be found to refute it.

Axiomatic Functionalism distinguishes between the two

types of evidence, 'external' and 'internal' evidence. By external



evidence is meant evidence for the nature and type of the complex

"P" adduced from the behaviour of "P" as a constituent (actual or

potential) in larger complex signs. By internal evidence, is

meant evidence for the nature and type of the complex "P" adduced

from looking at "P" as a self-contained complex in its own right,

and from the possibility of performing certain operations on the

internal structure of "P".

External evidence is a necessary condition for demonstrat¬

ing that "P" is a potential constituent which, in turn, is a necess¬

ary condition that "P" must fulfil before it may be regarded as

a complex sign, let alone a syntactic complex. But this type of

evidence does not constitute a sufficient criterion for demonstrating

a syntactic relation between the constituents of a complex sign.

Any complex may stand in a syntactic relation to other constituents

in larger complexes, regardless of whether the constituents of

that complex are in syntactic or morphological relation. In other

words, evidence that a given complex "P" is a syntactic one can¬

not be deduced from the behaviour of that complex as a constituent

in larger complexes. Therefore, external evidence should be

excluded, because it is not relevant to demonstrate syntactic

relations between constituents of any complex.

Internal evidence of asymmetry in the constructional

relation of "a" to "b" in "PM provides a sufficient (though not

necessary) criterion for demonstrating functional ordering, and,

therefore, syntactic relations.
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The condition is: in a morphological complex "P", "a"

is simultaneous with "b" implies that "b" is simultaneous with "a".

If this is notthe case, then (a R b) and (b R a) are functionally-

distinct, and they constitute two distinct complex signs. Therefore

the complex "P" is not a morphological complex but a syntactic

one. Our task now is to apply this 'reversibility' test to the tenta¬

tive complexes, "bus station", "doorkey" and "boys".

By applying the reversibility test we can demonstrate that

the relation 'R' between the two constituent signs "bus" and "station"

of "bus station" is a relation of functional ordering and therefore,

a syntactic relation: "bus station" is a distinct complex from

"station bus". This, of course, means that "bus station" is

tactic, and not a morphological, complex.

Though "doorkey" and "key door" are distinct complex

signs, we cannot say that the constituent signs "door" and "key"

of "doorkey" are reversed in "keydoor". For the reversibility

test to be valid the same constituent signs should be involved. We

cannot regard "keydoor" as a valid permutation of "doorkey"

because "key" in "doorkey" is a different sign from "key" in

"keydoor". This, however, does not mean at this stage in the

analysis that "doorkey" is a morphological complex because,

'reversibility' is only a sufficient criterion, but not a necessary

one.

Let us now consider the complex sign "boys". In "boys"

it is demonstrably the case that one cannot manipulate the relation
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between "boy" and "plural" ("boy" R "plural") by reversing the

two constituent momenta of the relation to yield a new well-formed

complex sign. "Boy" + "plural" does not constitute a complex

sign which is distinct from "plural" + "boy", nevertheless this

does not mean at this stage in the analysis that the complex sign

"boys" is a morphological complex, because 'reversibility' is

only a sufficient condition for demonstrating syntactic relations.

The complex sign "P", whose immediate constituents are

"a" and "b", is to be considered a morphological complex if and

only if neither "a" nor "b" stands in syntactic position on the

level of analysis at which they are immediate constituents of "P".

To test for this condition the following procedure is applied: if

within the complex "P" we can keep one of the constituents, for

instance "a" constant, and can commute the other element "b"

with at least one element "c" in such a way that "c" stands in a

syntactic position with respect to "a" then "b", standing in

an equivalent relation to "a" as "c", must stand in a position with

respect to "a" (i.e. the relation and the complex must be syn¬

tactic). However, this is only a sufficient but not a necessary con¬

dition. A both sufficient and necessary condition is as follows :

" "P" is a simultaneous bundle ofmonemes, "a" and "b"

(simple signs), if and only if none of the constituents (from

immediate to ultimate) of "P", nor any of the constituents (from

immediate to ultimate^) of any valid commutant of "a" or of "b''

in "P" stands demonstrably in a position with respect to any other
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constituent in the same complex" (Hervey and Mulder, 1980

p.135).

It is sufficient to demonstrate that one of the constituents

of "P" (e.g. "a") can validly commute with a constituent "c" that

can demonstrably stand in a position with respect to "b" to show

that the relation in (a R b) is a syntactic relation. It is necessary

to demonstrate that none of the constituents of "P" can commute

with an element that can stand in a position with respect to the

other constituents of "P", and it is also necessary to demonstrate

that none of the constituents of any valid commutant of the con¬

stituents of "P" can stand in a position with respect to any other

constituent in the same complex, before "P" can be said to be

a morphological complex.

Let us now consider the two complex signs "doorkey" and

"boys". In "doorkey", we recognise two immediate constituents

"door" and "key". If we keep "key" constant and commute "door"

with the complex sign "door and ignition" then, we get the com¬

plex sign "door and ignition key". The immediate constituents

of this complex are :

door and ignition/key

The complex sign 'door and ignition' could be further analysed

into first :

door/and ignition

and then into

and/ignition.
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From this analysis, it is obvious that the immediate

constituents of 'door and ignition key' are not its ultimate constit¬

uents. This implies that this complex is a syntactic complex.

But since 'door and ignition' is a valid commutant of 'door', and

since it stands in a syntactic position with respect to 'key', then

'door' must stand in a position with respect to 'key'. Therefore,

the complex "doorkey" is a syntactic complex, i. e. not a morpho¬

logical one.

As for the complex sign "boys", no valid commutants

containing elements standing in positions can be found for either

the "boy" or "plural". From this we conclude that the relation

between the two constituents of the complex "boys" is a relation

of simultaneity and, therefore, the complex in question is estab¬

lished as a morphological complex.
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CHAPTER V

The Female-Sex Moneme in M.S. A.

The aim of this chapter is to discuss what I shall call, for

the lack of a better term, 'the female-sex moneme 1 in Arabic.

Any discussion of this moneme requires a prior consideration of

the traditional treatment of the notions grammatical and semantic

'natural' gender. Therefore, in addition to the establishment of

the female-sex moneme and the statement of its realisation, this

chapter will deal with the relationship between grammatical and

semantic 'natural' gender.

5.1. Gender: Grammatical and Natural

The term 'gender' is derived from the Latin word 'genus'

which means 'class' or 'division'^ \ The term 'gender' may

refer to grammatical or natural gender. In what follows, I shall

deal briefly with the views of three 'linguists' concerning the

grammatical category 'gender'.

Jespersen defined grammatical gender as "any grammatical

class-division" (Jespersen: The Philosophy of Grammar, 1924,

p. 226). Nouns in some languages are classified by traditional

grammarians into classes or genders. In Semitic languages

such as Arabic, nouns are classified into two genders: masculine

(1) See Lyons, J.: Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics,
1972, p.283.
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and feminine. The same could be said about Romanic languages

such as French, where nouns are classified into two genders,

i.e. masculine and feminine. In other languages such as

English and German, nouns are classified into three genders:

masculine, feminine, and neuter (i.e. neither masculine nor

feminine). The number of genders varies from language to lang¬

uage. In Bantu languages of South Africa, there are sixteen

genders of noun. None of these genders has any semantic

(2)
signification . Grammatical gender has no semantic signification

and is therefore, redundant from the semantic point of view.

Gender classification is generally based on grammatical con¬

siderations which differ from language to language. In some

languages, the gender of a nominal is determined by formal

considerations. In Arabic, for instance, the suffix 'a(t)' is

regarded by traditional grammarians as a mark of feminine

gender. Therefore, nominals which end with that suffix are

considered as feminine in gender, such as the nominals,

"madrasa(t)" (school), "taaliba(t)" (student), "maktaba(t)"

(library) etc.

Grammatical gender is also viewed by Jespersen as a syn¬

tactic phenomenon, i.e. a phenomenon concerning different forms

of adjectives and other word-classes, required by nouns of dif-

(2) For more details, see Jespersen: The Philosophy of
Grammar, 1924.
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ferent genders. In French, the indefinite article "un" is required

by nouns of masculine gender and "une" is required by nouns

belonging to the category feminine gender as in "un livre" (a

book) and "une table" (a table). In Arabic, different forms of

adjective are required by nouns of different genders. For instance,

the form "kabiir" (big) is required by nouns of masculine gender,

(3)
such as "kitaab kabiir" (big book), and the form "kabiira" is

required by nouns of feminine gender, such as "§aaha kabiira"

(big square).

(4)Yendryes has proposed a specification of the category

grammatical gender which is in a way similar to that proposed

by Jespersen. He views gender as the agreement, i. e. concord

in the phonetic shapes of certain classes of grammatical elements,

that is, adjectives, articles, and other word-classes which

define substantives. Entities which belong to these categories

are said to have different forms according to the gender of the

substantive with which they are in construction. Vendreyes

believes that gender is one of the grammatical categories which

has existed from the earliest stages of Indo-European and Semitic

Languages. It is, as he says, by means of genders that we dis¬

tinguish in French, for instance, between "le pere" (the father)

and "la paire" (the pair). He believes that this grammatical

(3) Cases will not be included in the examples in this thesis due
to the fact that they do not affect gender-concord,

(4) SeeVendryes, J. : Language, 1931.
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category (i.e. gender) is ill-adapted to the expression of natural

gender. This is due to the fact that in most cases there is no

way of expressing differences of sex in 'nominals 1 referring to

animates by grammatical gender. In French, for instance, the

word "professeur" is of masculine gender i.e. we cannot use it

with the feminine article, though it refers to a male as well as

a female. In the latter case, when it is used to designate a

female professor, there is no correlation between the masculine

gender of the word and the sex of the person referred to.

(5)
Brugmann" , who viewed gender as a purely grammatical

category, explained how the suffix 'a' has become the marker of

feminine gender in Indo-European languages. He points out

that what gave this suffix its special function, is its connection

with some words which denote females, such as the Latin 'mama'

(mother), 'gena' (woman) etc. In these words the feminine

gender is implied in the root-part of the word and it has nothing

to do with the suffix. But the association of this suffix with

these words was, according to Brugmann, the real cause for

considering as feminine every word that ends with this suffix.

What is called 'natural gender' is a matter of classification

of nominals according to certain natural properties exhibited by

Brugmann, K. , A Comparative Grammar of the Indo-Germanic
Languages, London, 1891.
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the persons or objects referred to by those nominals, such as

shape, texture, colour, sex, etc. (Lyons: Introduction to Theoret¬

ical Linguistics). If 'sex' is taken as the basis of the classification,

as it is the case in Arabic, then nominals which denote animates,

may be classified as either 'male' or 'female'.

Grammatical gender and natural gender are independent of

each other and therefore, they should be kept apart. In natural

gender, the basis of the classification is some natural properties

v/hilst in grammatical gender the basis is purely grammatical.
0'

5.2. The female-sex moneme in Arabic

The aim of this section is to establish what may be called

the female-sex moneme in Arabic according to the axiomatic

functionalist methodology for morphological analysis. This method-

(6)
ology consists of four criteria . According to the first criterion,

a complex sign should be a potential constituent in at least one

larger complex (unless, it is inherently maximum on the level in

question^. For instance, the tentative complex "taaliba" (a female

student) is a potential constituent in the complex " altaaliba" (the

female student). This may be shown by commuting it with,

(6) See Chapter IV of this thesis.

(7) A sentence cannot be said to be a potential constituent, but the
syntagm corresponding to a sentence does have this potential.
E.g. the sentence 'John hit Peter' is not a potential constit¬
uent, but the corresponding syntagm 'John hit Peter' is a
potential constituent. It is, for instance, a constituent in 'if
John hit Peter'. See also (Mulder, 1980, p. 142, 6).
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for instance, n<iaamila(t)" ( female v/orker) in " al^ aamila(t)"

(the female worker).

With respect to the second criterion, the tentative complex

should consist of at least two constituent signs in order to be

considered as a complex sign. It is by the procedure of commut¬

ation that we can determine whether or not a given sign is a

complex sign. In Axiomatic Functionalism, a sign is considered

as complex if each of its constituents can be identified as a sign.

Moreover, unless each of the constituents in the tentative complex

could be identified as a sign, none of the other constituents is

considered as a sign. Within a complex sign, a constituent is

considered as a sign if and only if it recurs in at least one other

complex with the same form, or a combinatory variant of that

form, and the same semantic role. According to the above-

mentioned conditions, the tentative compex sign "taaliba" (a female

student) could be analysed into atleast two constituent signs as

follows :

"taaliba"

!' taalib * R If a "

denotation of w 'taalib '' which bears denotation of" a "

(a student) some relation (the property of being
to female)

denotation of " a

(the property of being
female)

which bears

some relation

to

denotation ofu taalib "
(a student)

FIGURE 13
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Complex 1: "taalibaan" (two students)

" taalib
•

I! R " aan

denotation of " taalib '/ which bear s denotation of >' aan

(a student) some relation (being two)
to

denotation of

(being two)
aan V which bears

some relation
to

denotation of" taalib "

(a student)

Complex 2: %aamila" (a female worker)

V ^aamil V R » a "

denotation of aamil " which bears denotation of'' a "

(a. worker) some relation (the property of being
to female)

denotation ofu a "
(the property of being
female)

which bears
some relation

to

denotation of " ^aamil ''
(a worker)

FIGURE 14

Having identified the two constituents, namely, "taalib"'
«

and "a" as signs in their own right, the latter could be called the

'female-sex sign' as it denotes femaleness.

According to the third criterion of analysis, a complex sign

should consist of simple signs only. With respect to the complex

"taaliba", neither "taalib" nor "a" could be further analysed,

in a theoretically valid way, into smaller signs.
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Finally, we should apply the fourth criterion in order to

establish whether or not the relation between the two signs is a

relation of morphological simultaneity, i.e. whether or not the

complex in question is a morphological complex. As there is no

direct way to demonstrate a morphological relation, we should

try to demonstrate any syntactic relation between the two signs.

If we fail to demonstrate any syntactic relation, then the complex

in question is not a syntactic complex (i.e. it is a morphological

complex). The first step is to apply the reversibility test to the

complex sign "taaliba". If the constituent signs of any complex

constitute a different complex sign when reversed, then this

means that the relation between them is a syntactic relation, and

not a relation of simultaneity. But if the test fails, this does

not mean that the relation between the constituents is a morpho¬

logical relation, because this test is only a sufficient criterion,

and not a necessary one. In the case of the complex sign "taaliba",

the two signs "taalib" and "a" do not constitute any complex sign

which is functionally different from "taaliba" when reversed.

But this does not mean that the complex in question is a morpho¬

logical complex. The second step, which is both sufficient and

necessary, for identifying a syntactic relation in a grammatical

complex, is to commute at least one of the constituents with

another syntagm while keeping the other constituents in the com¬

plex constant. If this commutation is a valid one, then this means

that the complex in question is a syntactic complex. But if this

fails to establish any syntactic relation, we should apply the

I
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same test to the other constituents of the complex. If

none of the other constituents can validly commute with the

syntagm in question, then the grammatical complex is said to be

a morphological and not a syntactic complex. With regard to

our complex "taaliba", neither of the constituent signs "taalib"

and "a" can validly commute with another syntagm while keeping

the other constant. Therefore, the complex "taaliba" is not a

syntactic complex, but a morphological one. Therefore, the

female-sex sign can be validly established as a moneme, because

the relation between the two signs i.e. "taalib" and "a" is a

morphological relation.

5.3. The realisations of the female-sex moneme

The female-sex moneme in Arabic is realised as "at" in

the following contexts :

1 • Before a definite nominal as in the syntagm "taalibatu
1 Jaami'ia" (a female university student)

2. in dual as in "taalibataan" (two female students)

3. in plural as in "taalibaat" (three or more female students).
It should be mentioned here that the female-sex moneme and

(3)
the plural moneme are amalgamated in one-realisation

i.e. "aat".

(8) According to Martinet (1962), amalgamation is the overlapping
of significantia which ends in a complete amalgam i.e. two
significata coexisting in an utterance fuse their significantia
in such a way that the resulting product cannot be analysed into
successive segments. An example is the English significatum
'to cut' and the significatum 'past tense'. The significans of
the former is /kat/ and the latter is /d/. But when these signs
are brought together in the utterance they are manifested
conjointly in the form /kat/ .
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4. in the nominative case as in the syntagm "zaa^t taalibatun"

(a female student has come)

5. in the accusative case as in the syntagm "rafaitu taalibatan"

(I have seen a female student)

6. in the so-called genitive case as in "a^taitulkitaaba ?ila taalibatin"
(I have given the book to a female student).

Elsewhere the female-sex moneme is realised as "a" as in

"tifla" (a female child).



CHAPTER VI

The nominal Governed Syntagm in M. S. A.

In this chapter I shall discuss what may be called under the

Axiomatic Functionalist point of view the 'nominal governed

syntagm' in Arabic. The reason for treating the nominal syntagm

in Modern Standard Arabic here is that it is necessary for the

discussion of gender - concord in Arabic, as shall become clear

later in this thesis. Before discussing the nominal syntagm, I

shall first introduce some syntactic notions of the theory. The

following discussions of the nominal syntagm in Arabic is based

on the models set up for the nominal governed syntagm in M. S. A.

by Nobani (1978). A similar model for Kamali Arabic was set up

by Hadj-Mohamed (198 0).

6. 1. Introduction
)

According to Axiomatic Functionalism, a distinction is

made between two types of position: nuclear position, and

peripheral position in syntagm s (i. e. self-contained bundles of

positions in grammar). The element in the nuclear position is

called the 'nucleus'. The nucleus is the element which cannot

commute with zero. It is also the entity which governs the

syntactic function of all the other elements in the syntagm. In

other words, the tactic functions of all elements in a syntagm

depend on their relation towards the nucleus. The element in

the peripheral position is called the 'peripheral' element. It is

the governed element in the syntagm. What has been said with

respect to the positions in question could be represented as
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follows: where 'a1 is the nucleus and 'b' is the peripheral element :

a 4 b
or

b ^ a

With regard to the peripheral elements, a distinction is

made between what is called a 'bound entity' and an 'expansion'.

A bound entity is defined as "a peripheral immediate constituent^
that does not commute with zero" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 13d), in

symbols 'a-—"—> b' where 'a' is the bound entity. An expansion

is defined as an "immediate constituent that commutes with zero"

(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 13c), in symbols 'a^ -■ — — [ b 1 ' where [ b]

is considered as an expansion. In the last case the nucleus 'a'

is called a 'free nucleus'. A free nucleus is defined as a "nuclear

immediate constituent that does not require the presence of a

non-zero peripheral constituent" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 13e).

What has been mentioned above can be shown by the following examples

He

1. He likes fish, or

fish

2. He eats fish, or

likes

He

[ fish]
> eats

In this first example the item 'fish' is considered as a

bound entity, whilst in the second it is an expansion. Expansions

(1) 'Immediate constituent' is defined as "constituents that are
not constituents of constituents with the combination in

question" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 7f la).



are usually kept in square brackets. The nucleus 'eats' in the

second example is a free nucleus.

'Syntactic relations' are defined in Axiomatic Functionalism

as "tactic relations in grammar" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 7 dl).

Between syntactic entities, there may be tactic or non-tactic

relations, as well as direct and indirect relations. What concerns

us here is the direct relation which is defined as "relation bet¬

ween constituent (not necessarily immediate constituent) that is

not a relation via other constituents" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 15).

Direct relations are of three types: relations of sub-ordination,

relations of co-ordination, and relations of inter - ordination.

6. 1. 1. Relation of sub-ordination

Relation of sub-ordination or 'determination' is defined as

/

"direct tactic asymmetrical relation of functional dependency".

(2)
In other words, "if 'a' and 'b' are in direct tactic relation , and

'a' for its tactic function (position) is dependent on 'b' but not

vice versa, in symbols 'a > b', 'a' is said to be sub-ordinate

to 'b', and 'b' is super-ordinate to 'a'" (Mulder, 1980, c,

Def. 11a). Moreover, 'b' is considered as the nucleus and 'a'

as the peripheral element in the syntagm. For instance, in the

syntagm 'ten books', the element'ten'is sub-ordinatedto'books', and

(2) 'Tactic relations' is the "constructional relations (whether
ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities, as immediate
constructions in combinations" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 7c ).
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"books' is super-ordinated to "ten". The latter is considered a

peripheral element. The relation between the two entities can

be shown as follows :

[ ten] •— 3* books

Sub-ordination is the most common type of direct

relation; in syntax. Within this type of relation, a distinction is

made between two types of determination: diverse determination,

and parallel determination.

6. 1. 2. Diverse determination

Diverse determination is defined as "complex tactic rel¬

ation such that two or more peripheral immediate constituents

are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but in different ways"

(Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 14a). It is symbolised in Axiomatic

Functionalism as in the following diagram, where the arrow

points to the element in nuclear position :

a

This type of determination can be shown by the syntagm

"Susan likes Paul". In this syntagm the immediate constituents,

"Susan" and "Paul" are sub-ordinated to the nucleus "likes".

The relation between "Susan" and likes is different from that

between "Paul" and "likes". In other words, the message conveyed by

the syntagm "Susan likes Paul" is different from the message

conveyed by the syntagm 'Paul likes Susan'. The relation bet-
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ween the two peripheral elements and the nucleus can be shown

by the following diagram :

6. 1. 3. Parallel determination

Parallel determination is defined as "complex tactic

relation such that two or more peripheral immediate constituents

are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but it cannot be ascer¬

tained that they are so in different ways" (Mulder, 1980, c,

Def. 14b). Any difference in relation is a purely lexical or

categorial matter. This type of determination is symbolised in

Axiomatic Functionalism as follows :

An example of parallel determination is the relation which

holds in the plural nominal governed syntagm in English, where

four peripheral positions are sub-ordinated to the nominal (i.e.

the nucleus of the syntagm) as follows (Mulder, 1980^ g, p. 154) :

[ article]

Susan

^ likes
Paul

[ numeral]

[adjectival]
^ nominal (plural)

[ supplement]
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The first peripheral position can be filled by "the", "that",

"any", "her father's car", etc. But only one at a time can stand

as an immediate constituent of the nominal syntagm. Simple as

well as complex entities can stand in the numeral position. The

same could be said about the adjectival position (i.e. simple

adjectives as well as complex ones can stand in this position).

Prepositional syntagms and relative syntagms can stand in the

supplement position. What has been saidwith regard to parallel

determination can be shown by the following example which

represents the syntactic structure of the syntagm "the eleven

young boys in the football field', where all the positions are filled

['the]
[ eleven]

[young]
[ in{— (the-—^(football afield))]

boys

The peripheral elements in the square brackets are all

expansions. In other words, they can be replaced by zero.

Also, it is not necessary that all these positions are filled. There

may be one or more peripheral positions which determine the

nucleus. In the case of singular nominal, 'a' is found in the

article position, so nothing can occur in the numeral positionwhich

means that there will be neither an article position or a numeral

(4)
one, but an archi-position equivalent to both. The article or

(4) 'Archi-position' is a position which results from suspension
of distinction between two or more positions.
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the numeral can be considered as an expansion, but not both

at the same time. The singular nominal syntagm in English

according to Axiomatic Functionalism is as follows :

3
nominal (singular)

[articlenumeralj
[ adjective]
[ supplement]

The singular nominal syntagm in English may be repre¬

sented by the following syntagm with 'a' in an archi-position

equivalent to both article and numeral positions :

[im (th«

[a]
[ beautiful]

—y garden)]
flower

6. 2. Relation of Co-ordination

Relation of co-ordination is defined as "direct tactic (by

implication symmetrical) relation of mutual functional independ¬

ency" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. lib). If 'a' and 'b' are in direct

tactic relation and 'a' for its tactic function (position) is

independent of 'b', and vice versa, 'a' and 'b* are said to be

co-ordinated, in symbols 'a <" ^ >b'. For instance in the syntagm
'a large white house' there is a relation of co-ordination between

'large' and 'white'. None of these two constituents is dependent

on the other for its tactic function. In this case there is neither

a nucleus, nor a peripheral element. The relation between the

two constituents can be symbolised as follows :

/
large f-

/
"P white
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6. 3. Relation of Inter-ordination

Relation of inter-ordination is defined as "direct tactic

(by implication: symmetrical) relation of mutual functional dep¬

endency" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 11c). If 'a' and 'b' are in direct

tactic relation, and each of them for its tactic function (position)

is dependent on the other, they are said to be in a relation of

inter-ordination, in symbols 'a > b'. This means that the

relation between the two elements is both of sub-ordination and

of super-ordination. Furthermore, 'a' and 'b' are both nuclear

and peripheral at the same time. An example of this type of

relation is the syntagm 'the sooner the better' in English. In

this syntagm the items 'the sooner' and 'the better' are dependent

on each other for their syntactic functions. They can be symbol¬

ised as follows :

the sooner ^ > the better

6. 4. Occurrence Relations

In Axiomatic Functionalism a distinction is drawn between

functional dependency which has been discussed above, and

occurrence dependency. As for the latter, three types are dis¬

tinguished: occurrence interdependency, unilateral occurrence

dependency, and bilateral occurrence independency.

6. 4. 1. Occurrence interdependency

Occurrence interdependency is defined as "relation

such that neither of the two entities in direct relation which are



immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the chain in

question whilst the other is zero" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 12a),

in symbols 'ah'. It is either a case of sub-ordination or of

inter-ordination. Both of the constituents are dependent on one

another for their occurrence.

In the syntagm 'she met him', the verb 'met' cannot occur

without the occurrence of the object 'him'. The same can be

said about the object 'him', which cannot occur without the

occurrence of the verb. Both the verb and the object are depend¬

ent on each other for their occurrence.

6. 4. 2. Unilateral occurrence dependency

Unilateral occurrence independency is defined as "relation

such that one of the two entities in direct relation which are

immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the chain in

question whilst the other is zero, but the other one cannot" (Mulder,

1980, c, Def. 12b), in symbols [a] b. The entity in square

brackets requires the other entity for its occurrence, but not

vice versa. Such an entity is called an 'expansion' in Axiomatic

Functionalism. The other entity is the nucleusjin this case it

is a 'free nucleus'. This is always a case of sub-ordination, as

in the syntagm 'new book' which can be symbolised as follows :

(5) 'Chain' for "self-contained bundle of positions" (Mulder,
1980, c, Def. 9).
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[new] > book.

6. 4. 3. Bilateral occurrence independency

Bilateral occurrence independency is defined as "relation

such that each of the two entities in direct relation which are

immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the chain in question

whilst the other is zero" (Mulder, 1980, c, Def. 12c), in symbols,

[a] [b]. It is always a case of co-ordination. The relation bet¬

ween "nice" and "beautiful" in the syntagm 'a nice beautiful girl'

can represent this type of relation. In this syntagm, the two con¬

stituents 'nice' and 'beautiful' are not dependent on each other for

their occurrence.

6. 5. The Nominal Governed Syntagm in M. S. A.

From the point of view of Axiomatic Functionalism, gender-

concord is the agreement which involves the nominal as the

nucleus in the nominal syntagm, and other word classes in a lang¬

uage. Therefore any discussion of gender - concord in M. S. A.

should involve a discussion of the nominal syntagm in this

language.

The nominal governed syntagm in M. S. A. has a nominal

as its nucleus and different types of entity as its peripheral

elements which determine the nucleus. There are two types of

nominal governed syntagm in Arabic: definite and indefinite.

6. 5. 1. The definite nominal syntagm in M. S, A.

The following model given by M. Nobani adequately

accounts for this type of nominal governed syntagm in M. S. A. :
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Nominal (6)

[Demonstrative]

[Partitive]
[Substantive]

[Possessive]

[Numeral]

[Adjective]

[Supplement]

The following syntagm in M. S. A. may be fitted into the

above-mentioned model, with all the positions filled :

"/haa^ihi ba^d fasaatiin bint ltaaiir Lxamsa l^adiida llatiiStarathaa/'

(these are some of the five merchant's daughter's new dresses

which she bought).

[Dem. ] haa^ihi

[Part. ] ba9d

[Sub, ] bint

[Poss. ] ItaaXir

[Num. ] 1 xamsa

[Adj. ] l^adiida

[Supp. ] llatii < starathaa

fasaatiin

Nom.

The nominal in the above-mentioned syntagm, which is

the nucleus of the syntagm, governs the tactic functions of all the

other constituents in the syntagm. The other seven elements

are the peripheral elements which are indirectly related to each

(6) It may be the case that the substantive is not a separate
position but part of the possessive. This needs further invest¬
igation. However, I shall not deal with this here because
(a) it falls outside the scope of this thesis, and (b) no matter
what syntactic solution is adopted this does not affect the
treatment of gender - concord presented in this thesis.
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other via the nucleus. The items in the peripheral positions

stand in a relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus. As these

peripheral elements are expansions, they are kept in square

brackets. And because these peripherals are sub-ordinated to

the nucleus in the same way, they are said to be in parallel det¬

ermination to the nucleus. Between each element in the peri¬

pheral position and the nucleus, there is a unilateral occurrence

dependency. In other words, each peripheral element for its

occurrence depends on the nucleus, but not vice versa. This

means that the nucleus of the syntagm in question is a 'free

nucleus'. The nucleus does not require the presence of the peri¬

pheral elements to determine it. Also, it is not necessary that

all the peripheral elements should be filled in any instance of

the syntagm. There might be one or more peripheral elements

that determine the nucleus as in the following syntagm where

two elements in the peripheral positions determine the nucleus :

"/haa^ihi kutub lualad/" (these are the boy's books)

[Dem. ] [haa^ihi]
[Poss. ] [lualad]

kutub

Nom.

A nominal is considered as definite when it is prefixed by

the definite article in Arabic, namely, "1" as in "lbint" (the girl).

A nominal is also regarded as definite in the following cases :

(a) when it is determined by a definite noun as in "qalam 1 bint"

(the girl's pencil), "qalam" (pencil) here is regarded as

definite because it is determined by the definite noun "1 bint"

as follows :
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(b) when it is determined by a proper name as in "kitaabu ^alli"

(Ali's book), "kitaabu" (book) here is regarded as definite,

because it is determined by the proper name "^alli) (Ali)

as follows :

"lalii > kitaabu"

(c) when it is determined by a so-called possessive pronoun as

in "kitaabuhu" (his book), "kitaabu" (book) here is regarded

as definite because it is determined by the possessive pro¬

noun in Arabic "hu" (his) as follows :

"kitaabu < hu"

The definite nominal syntagm in Arabic may be realised

by different sequential orders of its constituents as follows :

1. dem. + part. + nom. + sub. + poss. + num. + adj. + supp.

2. dem. + part. + nom. + sub. + poss. + adj. + num. + supp.

3. part. + nom. + sub. + poss. + num. + adj. + dem. + supp.

4. part. + nom. + sub. + poss. + adj. + num. + dem. + supp.

But the first sequential order is the most common one as

in the following syntagm :

"haa^ihi ba'ld fasaatiin bint ltaazir lxamsa lzadiida latii

strarathaa" (these are some of the five merchant's daughter's

new dresses which she bought).

6. 5. 2. The indefinite nominal syntagm

Under an Axiomatic Functionalist point of view, the

indefinite nominal syntagm in Arabic is a self-contained bundle

of six positions, in which five peripheral positions determine



the nominal. The model that accounts for all these positions is

set up as follows :

[Sub. ]

indefinite Nom.

[Poss. ]
[Num. ]

[Adj. ]
[Supp. ]

An example of the indefinite nominal syntagm in Arabic

with all the positions filled is as follows :

(Sub. )

(Poss. )

(Num. )

(Adj. )

(Supp. )

[malaabis]
[musaafir]
[0alaa©a]

[kabiira]
[fi <~- taafira]

"haqaa?ib
(indefinite Nom. )

The above-mentioned syntagm '*haqaa?ib malaabis

musaafir ©alaaGa kabiira fi taa^ira" means (a traveller's three

big suitcases in the aeroplane). The indefinite nominal syntagm

can be realised as follows with a different sequential order of

its constituents.

"OalaaGat haqaafib malaabis musaafir kabiira fi taafira".

In other words, num. + nom. + sub. + poss. + adj. + supp.
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CHAPTER VII -

Gender-Concord Within Nominal Governed Syntagms in M.S. A.

The aim of this chapter is to discuss gender-concord

within the nominal governed syntagm in Modern Standard Arabic.

In view of the fact that the concordial patterns in M.S. A. depend

on the type of nominal governed syntagm involved, I shall deal

with the different types of nominal syntagm on the basis of the

different types of nuclear elements in those syntagms.

7.1. Different types of nominal syntagm in M.S. A.

In Chapter VI, nominal syntagms in M.S. A. have been

classified into two categories: indefinite nominal syntagms, and

definite nominal syntagms. These types of syntagm can be further

classified, for the purpose of gender-concord, on the basis of

the type of objects referred to by their nuclei, as in the following

scheme :

nominal syntagms in Arabic

animates inanimates animates inanimates

human non-human human non -human
/\ /\ /\ A

oy N / \ / \ / \male female male female male female m^le female

FIGURE 16

(1) The two concepts: 'male' and 'female' are used here for the
sake of establishing a point of reference for discussing gram¬
matical gender-concord in M.S. A. They have nothing to do
with this phenomenon beyond this 'function', and for this reason
I use broken lines to indicate them.
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7. 2. The Different Types of Nucleus Within

the Indefinite Nominal Syntagm

With respect to the indefinite nominal syntagms, different

types of nucleus can be found within these syntagms as shown in

the previous scheme. The nuclei of syntagms of this type may

refer either to animates or to inanimates. The former may refer

either to human beings or to non-humans. I shall deal with these

different types of syntagm on the basis of the above-mentioned

classification :

7. 2. 1. Syntagms with animates - humans as nuclei

The nuclei in this type of syntagm may refer either to a

male or to a female. The following two nominals may function as

nuclei for this type of syntagm :

1. "taalib" (a male student)
2. "^aaliba(t)" (a female student)

In the following nominal governed syntagm, the nominal

"taalib" functions as the nucleus: "taalib madrasat madiina
»

(2)
uaahid 2adiid fi lsaaha" (a new town school boy in the play-field ).

This syntagm may be syntactically represented as follows :

(2) The English syntagm: 'a new town school boy' is ambiguous.
It may mean either "a school boy from a new town" or "a town
school boy who is new". This is not the case in Arabic since
it only means the latter.
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Sub. [ madras at]
Poss . [ madiina]

Num. [uaahid]

Adj. [ ^adiid]

Supp. [ fi *— lsaalia]

-> faalib (sing.)

If we replace the nucleus "£aalib" by the nominal

"taaliba(t)then we shall have the syntagm: "£aalibat madrasat

madiina uaahida Sadiida fi lsaaha" (a new town school girl in the

play-field). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :

Sub. [madrasat]
Poss. [madiina]

Num. [ uaahida]

Adj. [ feadiida]
Supp. [ fi < lsaalia]

-> taalibat (sing.)

The above syntagms show that the nominals "taalib" and

"£aalibat" require different forms of the numeral and the adject¬

ive as follows :

In the Num. position the numeral "uaahid" is required by

the nominal "taalib", and the numeral "uaahida" is required by

the nominal "taalibat".

In the Adj. position, the adjective "2adiid" is required by

the nominal "taalib", and the adjective "5adiida" is required by

the nominal "taalibat".

Both nominals "taalib" and "taalibat" require the same

form of the items in the Sub., the Poss., and the Supp. positions,
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These two concordial patterns constitute the phenomenon

referred to as 'gender' by traditional Arab grammarians. The two

classes of nominals which govern these concordial patterns,i. e.

"taalib" and "taalibat" could be called 'masculine' and 'feminine'
* •

respectively. These two labels are employed for purely admin¬

istrative reasons. However, in view of the fact that "taalib" is

semantically 'male' and "taalibat" is semantically 'female', and

in view of the fact that 'male' and 'female' are traditionally

associated with 'masculine' and 'feminine' as grammatical notions,

respectively, I shall classify "taalib" as masculine and "taalibat"

as feminine. This classification is also motivated by the fact

that it agrees with the traditional grammarians' terminology and

practice.

There are two methods for representing the phonological

forms of the expressions of the signa that take part in gender -

concord with respect to the above-mentioned syntagms: the word

treatment method, and the grammateme treatment method. If we

(3)take the masculine concordial pattern as the central pattern,

then the phonological form of the expressions of the signa which

take part in 'feminine' gender - concord can be represented as

follows: (the following representation concerns the feminine)

(3) I take the masculine concordial pattern as my point of refer¬
ence in the treatment of gender - concord. Theoretically
speaking, it is of course possible to treat the 'feminine' as
central, this, however, seems to be a less elegant treatment.
I, therefore, will ignore the so-called masculine gender-
concord pattern in the rest of this chapter.
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"uaahida" . . . "zadiida" . . . "taalibat"

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the

phonological forms of the expressions of the signa which take part

in gender-concord may be represented as follows :

. . a-^0 . . . taalibat . . . a^/0 . . .

While the word treatment method requires an additional

statement to account for the fact that the 'forms' of the numeral

and adjective are determined by the fact that these grammatical

entities are in construction with a feminine nominal, the gram¬

mateme treatment method does not. This means that the gram¬

mateme treatment is superior to the word treatment method

because it expresses the concord phenomenon directly and in a

revealing manner. For this reason, I will follow the grammateme

treatment method throughout this chapter.

The nominal corresponding to "taalib" in dual is

"taalibaa(n)". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

(5)nominal functions as the nucleus: "taalibaa madrasat madiina

?i©naan 2adiidaan fi lsaaka" (two new town school boys in the

play-field). It can be syntactically represented as follows :

(4) For this method of representing grammatemes the reader
may refer to Chapter II section 2. 2. .The symbol/Wmeans
'opposed to'.

(5) The suffix '-n! in "taalibaan" is omitted when followed by
a substantive.
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Sub, [madrasat]
Poss. [ madiina]

Num. [ ^iQnaan]

Adj. [zadiidaan]
Supp. [ fi « lsaaha]

taalibaa (dual)

The nominal corresponding to "taaliba(t)" in dual is

"taalibataa(n)". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "taalibataa madrasat madiina
*

fi&nataan £adiidataan fi lsaa"ha" (two new town school girls in the

play-field). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :

Sub.

Poss .

Num.

Adj.

Supp.

[ mad rasat

[ madiina]

[ f iOnataan]
[ Sadiidataan]

[ fi k— lsaaTla]

taalibataa (dual)

The nominals "^aalibaan" and "taalibataan" require

different forms of the numeral as well as the adjective. The

numeral "?i0naan" is required by the masculine nominal and the

numeral "?i0nataan" is required by the feminine nominal. The

adjective "zadiidaan" is required by the masculine nominal, and

the adjective "2adiidataan" is required by the feminine nominal.

The items in the other positions agree with both the masculine

and the feminine nominals.

With respect to the dual, the phonological form of the

expressions of the signa which take part in gender-concord can

be represented as follows :
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atz-v 0 .... taalibataa .... at/v' 0'

The nominal corresponding to "taalib" in plural is "tullaab".

In the following nominal governed syntagm, this nominal functions

as the nucleus: "tullaab madras at madiina ©alaa0a £udud fi

lsaaha" (three new town school boys in the play-field). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Sub. [ madrasat]
Poss. [ madiina]
Num. [ ©alaaOa]

Adj. [ &udud]

Supp. [ fi <? lsaalia]

tullaab (plural)

The nominal corresponding to "taaliba(t)" in the plural is

"taalibaat". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "taalibaat madrasat madiina

0alaa ©£adiidaat fi Isaaha" (three new town school girls in the

play-field). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :

Sub. [madrasat]
Poss. [madiina]
Num. [©alaaO]

Adj. [ zadiidaat]
Supp. [ frtf—1 s aaha ]

-v* taalibaat (plural)

The nominals "tullaab" and "taalibaat" require different

forms of the numeral as well as the adjective. The numeral

"0alaa0a" is required by the masculine nominal, and "©alaa&"

is required by the feminine nominal. The adjective "zadud" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "£adiidaat"
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is required by the feminine nominal. Both nominals i.e. the

masculine and the feminine require the same form of the substan¬

tive, possessive, and the supplement.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono¬

logical forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

"
.... 0/v; a . . . . taalibaat .... a-ii- aatW u-u"

With respect to the type of syntagm which has been dis¬

cussed above, i.e. the indefinite nominal syntagm with a nucleus

denoting an animate, human being, the following table shows

gender-concord within this type of syntagm :

animate - human

indefinite
nom

Sub. Poss. Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. O O + + O

Dual O 0 + + O

Plu. O O + + o

+ for the entity which takes part in gender-concord.
O for the entity which does not take part in gender-concord.

FIGURE 17

7. 2. 2. Syntagms with animates - non-human as nuclei

The nuclei in this type of syntagm may refer either to a

male or to a female. The following two nominals may function

as nuclei for this type of syntagm :

I
I
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1. "kalb" (a dog)
2. "kalba(t) (a bitch)

In the following nominal governed syntagm, the nominal

"kalb" functions as the nucleus: "kalb liiraa sat raaSii uaatiid

kabiir fi IHaql" (a shepherd's big watch dog in the farm). This

syntagm may be syntactically represented as follows :

Sub. [iliraasat]
Poss. [raa^ii]
Num. [uaa'hid]

Adj. [kabiir]

Supp. [fi < lhaql]

kalb (sing. )

Ifwe replace the nucleus "kalb" by the nominal "kalbat" we

shall have the following syntagm: "kalbat "hiraasat raa^ii uaaliida

kabiir a fi lhaql" (a shepherd's big female watch-dog in the farm). This

syntagm can be syntactially represented as follows :

Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss. [raa'jii]
Num. [uaa"hida]
Adj. [kabiir a]

Supp. [fi < lhaql]

kalbat (sing. )

The above-mentioned syntagm s show that the nominals

"kalb" and "kalba(t)" require different forms of the numeral and

the adjective as follows: in the Num. position, the numeral

"uaahid" is required by the masculine nominal "kalb", and the

numeral "uaahida" is required by the feminine nominal "kalbat".

In the Adj. position, the adjective "kabiir" is required by the

masculine nominal, and the adjective "kabiira" is required by

the feminine nominal.
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Both nominals "kalb" and "kalba(t)" require the same

form of the entities in the Sub., the Poss. , and the Supp. positions,

In other words, these entities are in concord with both the masc¬

uline and the feminine as well.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono¬

logical forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

"
.... kalbat .... a rJ .... a^p1

The nominal corresponding to "kalb" in dual is "kalbaa(n)".

In the following nominal governed syntagm, this nominal functions

as the nucleus: "kalbaa "hiraas at raa®di fiQnaan kabiiraan fi lhaql"

(a shepherd's two big watch dogs in the farm). This syntagm

can be syntactically represented as follows :

Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss. [ raa*iii]

Num. [ ?i&naan]

Adj. [kabiiraan]
Supp. [ fi ^ lhaql]

-> kalbaa (dual)

The nominal corresponding to "kalba(t)" in dual is

"kalbataa(n)". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "kalbataa hiraasat raa^ii

^iOnataan kabiirataan fi lhaql" (a shepherd's two big female watch¬

dogs in the farm). This syntagm can be syntactically represented

as follows :



Sub. ["hiraasat]
Pos s . [ raa^ ii]
Num. [ ?i0nataan]

Adj. [ kabiirataan]
kalbataa (dual)

Supp. [ fi < lhaql]

The nominals "kalbaa(n)" and "kalbataa(n)" require differ¬

ent forms of the numeral and the adjective as well. The numeral

"?i$naan" is required by the masculine nominal "kalbaa(n)M, and

the numeral "fiGnataan" is required by the feminine nominal

"kalbataa(n)". The adjective "kabiiraan" is required by the masc¬

uline nominal, and the adjective "kabiirataan" is required by the

feminine nominal. Both nominals require the same form of the

entities in the other positions. In terms of the grammateme

treatment method, the phonological forms of the expressions of

the signa which take part in gender-concord in dual can be repre¬

sented as follows :

"
.... kalbataa .... at r\) ty .... at rJ 0"

The nominals corresponding to "kalb" in the plural is

"kilaab". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "kilaab hiraas at raa'qii 0alaa0a

kabiira fi lhaql" (a shepherd's three big watch dogs in the farm).

This syntagm can be represented as follows :

Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss . f raaVi]
Num. [§alaaQa]

Adj. [kabiira]
Supp. [ fi < lhaql]

-> kilaab (plural)
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The nominal corresponding to "kalba(t)" in the plural is

"kalbaat". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this nom¬

inal functions as the nucleus: "kalbaat "hiraas at raa<jii $alaa£>

kabiira fi lhaql" (a shepherd's three big female watch-dog s in the fa.rr

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows

Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss . [ raa^ii]

Num. [Galaa§]
Adj. [kabiira]
Supp. [ fi f lhaql]

kalbaat (plural)

The nominals "kilaab" and "kalbaat" require different

forms of the numeral only. The numeral "£>alaa&a" is required

by the masculine nominal "kilaab", and the numeral "0alaa€>" is

required by the feminine nominal "kalbaat". Both nominals

require the same form of the entities in the other positions. In

terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phonological

forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in the gender

concord with respect to the plural can be represented as follows :

kalbaat 0/\J a"

The following table shows gender-concord within the type

of nominal governed syntagm as follows :
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animate - non-human

indefinite

nom

— ...

—f
I

Sub. Pos s . Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. O O + + O

Dual O O + + o

Plu. O O + - o

shows that the entity in question has the same phono¬

logical form as that for the nuclei in singular animate-
human nominal governed syntagms.

7. 2. 3. Syntagms with inanimates as nuclei

The nuclei in this type of syntagm are of three kinds . They

can be represented by the following nominals :

1. "kitaab" (book)
2. "ma£alla(t)" (magazine)
3. "tariiq" (road)

In the following nominal governed syntagm, the nominal
l

kitaab" functions as the nucleus: "kitaab ^uluum taalib uaahid

j£adiid fi ljurfa" (a student's new science book in the room). This

syntagm may be syntactically represented as follows :

Sub. ["luluum]
Poss. [taalib]
Num. [uaahid]

Adj. [ zadiid]

Supp. [ fi < ltfurfa]

If we replace the nucleus "kitaab" by the nominal

kitaab (sing.)
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mazallat (s ing .)

"ma2alla(t)", we shall have the following syntagm: "ma^allat

'juluum taalib uaahida £adiida fi ltfurfa" (a student's new science

magazine in the room). This syntagm may be syntactically

represented as follows :

Sub. [ ^uluum]
Poss. [taalib]
Num. [uaahida]

Adj. [ 2adiida]
Supp. [fit4 lyurfa]

The nominal "kitaab" and "ma£alla(t)" may be called

masculine and feminine because they do function as "taalib"

and "taaliba(t)" with regard to concord, respectively. The ,

two nominals require different forms of the numeral and the adj¬

ective. The numeral "uaahid" is required by the nominal "kitaab

and the numeral "uaadiida" is required by the nominal "ma£alla(t)

The adjective "zadiid" is required by the nominal "kitaab" and

the adjective "zadiida" is required by the nominal "maialla(t)".

Both nominals require the same form of the entities in the Sub. ,

the Poss., and the Supp. positions.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono

logical forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

mazallat .... a .... a

The nominal corresponding to "kitaab" in dual is

"kitaabaa(n)". In the following nominal governed syntagm this
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nominal functions as the nucleus: "kitaabaa ^uluum taalib

^i^naan £adiidaan fi Itfurfa" (a student's two new science books

in the room). This syntagm may be syntactically represented as

follows :

Supp. [fi* ljrnrfa]

The nominal corresponding to "ma^alla(t)" in dual is

"mazallataa(n)In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "ma^allataa •yuluum taalib

^i^nataan izadiidataan fi ltfurfa" (a student's two new science

magazines in the room). This syntagm may be syntactically

represented as follows : —

Supp. [fi'*' lyurfa]

The nominals "kitabaa(n)" and "mazallataa(n)" require

different forms of the numeral as well as the adjective. The

numeral "fifenaan" is required by the masculine nominal "kitaabaa(n)

and the numeral "fi0nataan" is required by the feminine nominal

"mazallataa(n)". The adjective "zadiidaan" is required by the

masculine nominal, and the adjective "zadiidataan" is required

by the feminine nominal. The entities in the other positions are

in concord with both nominals.

Sub. [^uluum]
Poss. [taalib]

Num. [ ?i£>naan]

Adj. [ iadiidaan]
kitaabaa (dual)

Sub. [ <yuluum]
Pos s . [ taalib]
Num. [ ^iQnataan]
Adj. [zadiidataan]

ma^allataa (dual)
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In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono¬

logical forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

"
.... ma^allataa .... at /X/ 0 .... at 0"

The nominal corresponding to "kitaab" in the plural is

"kutub". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this nominal

functions as the nucleus: "kutub ^uluum taalib 0alaa£a zadiida

fi ltfurfa" (a student's three new science books in the room).

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Supp. [ fi y—l#urfa]

The nominal corresponding to "ma£alla(t)" in the plural

is "ma&allaat". In the following nominal governed syntagm, this

nominal functions as the nucleus: "ma&allaat <\uluum taalib

galaa© £adiida fi lgurfa" (a student's three new science magazines

in the room). This syntagm can be syntactically represented

as follows :

Sub. [ quluum]
Poss. [taaliblu • -

Num. [©alaaea]

Adj. [ &adiida]
kutub (plural)

Sub. [fjuluum]
Poss. [taalib]
Num. [$alaa©]

Adj. [zadiida]
ma&allaat (plural)

Supp. [ fi ^ .lyurfa]

The nominals "kutub" and "ma2allaat" require different
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forms of the numeral only. The numeral "0alaa0a" is required

by the masculine nominal "kutub" and the numeral "0alaa0" is

required by the feminine nominal "mazallat". Both nominals

require the same form of the entities in the other positions. The

phonological forms of the expressions of the signa which take

part in gender-concord can be represented in terms of the

grammateme treatment method as follows :

"
.... mazallaat .... tyrJ a . . . . "

The third kind of nominal which may be a nucleus of this

type of syntagm i.e. syntagm with inanimates as nuclei, is

represented by the nominal "tariiq" (road). In the following

nominal governed syntagm this nominal functions as the nucleus:

"tariiq saiiaaraat sibaaq uaahid zadiid fi lmadiina" (a new racing

cars' road in the town). This syntagm may be syntactically

represented as follows :

Sub. [saiiaaraat]

Poss . [ sibaaq]
Num. [uaahid]

Adj. [&adiid]
Supp. [ fi ^ lmadiina]

tariiq (sing.)

The same nominal i.e. "tariiq" may also function as

follows in the nominal governed syntagm: "tariiq saiiaaraat

sibaaq uaahida Sadiida fi lmadiina". This syntagm may be

syntactically represented as follows :
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tariiq (sing .)

Sub. [ saiiaaraat]
Pos s . [ sibaaq]
Num. [ uaaHida]

Adj. [ fcadiida]
Supp. [ fi *— lmadiina]

In the first syntagm, the nominal "tariiq" functions as

a masculine nominal. It requires the forms of the numeral and

the adjective which are required by a masculine nominal in the

singular. In the second syntagm, the nominal "tariiq" functions

as a feminine nominal. It requires the same forms of the adjec¬

tive and the numeral which are required by a feminine nominal.

Nominals of this kind are usually called "common gender"

nominals. Nominals which belong to this gender category function

as masculine as well as feminine. The following table shows

gender-concord within the type of syntagm which is under con¬

sideration here:

inanimates

Indefinite

Nom
Sub. Pos s . Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. O O + + O

Dual o O + + o

Plu. o O + - o

FIGURE 18

7.3. Different types of nucleus within the

definite nominal syntagm

Within definite nominal governed syntagm, different types
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of nucleus can be found. Nuclei in definite nominal syntagms

can be classified in the same way as the indefinite nominal syn¬

tagms. They may refer to animates or to inanimates. The

former may refer either to human beings or to non-humans.

These types of syntagm will be dealt with below.

7. 3. 1. Syntagms with animates - human as nuclei

The nuclei in this type of syntagm may refer either to a

male or to a female. The nominals "taalib" and "taaliba(t)" may

function as nuclei for this type of syntagm. In the following def¬

inite nominal governed syntagm, the nominal "taalib" functions

as the nucleus: "haa^a taalib madrasat lmadiina luaahid Izadiid

11a^ii fi lsaaha" (this is the town's new school boy who is in the

play-field). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :

Dem. [haaSaa]
Sub. [madrasat]
Poss. [lmadiina]
Num. [luaahid ]

Adj. [l^adiid]
Supp. [lla2>ii-4— (fi lsaaha)]

^ taalib (masc.
-7 ' K ,

sing.)

If we replace the nucleus "taalib" by the feminine nominal

"taaliba(t)we shall have the following syntagm: "haa$ihi

taalibat madrasat lmadiina luaahida 12adiida llatii fi lsaaha" (this

is the town's new school girl who is in the play-field). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :
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Dem. [haaJSihi] ~

Sub. [ madrasat]
Poss. [ lmadiina]
Num. [luaahida]

Adj. [ 12adiida]

Supp. [ llatii^ (fi Isaaha)]

taalibat (fem.
sing.)

The nominals "faalib" and "taaliba(t)" are considered

here as definite, because they are determined by the substantive

"madrasat" which is followed by a definite possessive i.e.

"madiina".

The nominals "taalib" and "taal iba(t)" require different

forms of the entities in the Dem. , Num. , Adj. , and the Supp.

positions as follows :

In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haa'$aaM'is

required by the masculine, and "haa^ihi" is required by the fem¬

inine nominal.

In the Num. position, the numeral "luaafiid" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "luaahida" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "lzadiid" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "l^adiida" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, which is a relative syntagm, the

relative pronoun "llaftii" is required by the masculine nominal,

and "llatii" is required by the feminine nominal.
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Both nominals require the same form of the entities in

the Sub., Poss. positions.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the

phonological forms of the expressions of the signa which take part

of gender-concord may be represented as follows :

"ihic^/ aa .... taalibat ... a^v/0 ... a rJ ... t V'

The nominal corresponding to "taalib" in dual is

"taalibaa(n)". In the following definite nominal governed syntagm,

this nominal functions as the nucleus: "haa$aan taalibaa madrasat

lmadiina lfi^naan lzadiidaan llaS"aan fi lsaaha" (these (are) the

town's two new school boys who are in the play-field). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

"taalibataa(n)". In the following definite nominal governed syn¬

tagm, this nominal functions as the nucleus: "haataan taalibataa

madrasat lmadiina l?i$nataan l&adiidataan llataan fi lsaaha" (these

(are) the town's two new school girls who are in the play-field).

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [haaS"aan]
Sub. [madrasat]
Poss. [lmadiina]
Num. [ 1 ^ i 6naan]

-> taalibaa (masc.
dual)

Adj. [l&adiidaan]
Supp. q [ lla^aan ^—■ (fi 4~~ IsaaHa)]

The nominal corresponding to "taaliba(t)" in dual is
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Dem. [ haataan]

Sub. [ madrasat]
Poss. [ lmadiina]
Num. [ 1 ?i0nataan]

Adj. [ lzadiidataan]

Supp. [ llataan (fi lsaafra)]
wl>

taalibataa (fem.
dual)

The nominals "taalibaa(n)" and "taalibataa(n)" require

different forms of the entities in the Dem. , the Num. , the Adj. ,

and the Supp. positions as follows :

In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haa^aan" is

required by the masculine nominal "taalibaa(n)", and the dem¬

onstrative "haataan" is required by the feminine nominal

"taalibataa(n)".

In the Num. position, the numeral "Hiftnaan" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "l?i§nataan" is

required by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "1 zadiidaan" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "1 Jsadiidataan" is

required by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun "llaSaan" is

required by the masculine nominal, and "llataan" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the

phonological forms of the expressions of the signa which take

part in gender-concord can be represented as follows :

Mt/0$. . . . taalibataa .... at /s/ 0 .... at 0 .... t/>J^"
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The nominal corresponding to "taalib" in plural is "tullaab".

In the following definite nominal governed syntagm, this nominal

functions as the nucleus: "haa^ulaa^i ba<\d tullaab madrasat

lmadiina l^aSra lzudud lla^'iina fi lsaaha" (these (are) some of the

town's ten new school boys who are in the play-field). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Num. [lla&ra]

Adj. [I2udud]
Supp. [llaSiina < (fi <— lsaaha)]

The nominal corresponding to "taaliba(t)" in the plural is

"taalibaat". In the following definite nominal governed syntagm,

this nominal functions as the nucleus: "ha?ulaa?i ba'jd taalibaat

madrasat lmadiina l^aSr llaatii filsaaiia" (these (are) some of the

town's ten new school girls who are in the play-field). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

(6) In this thesis I have not dealt with the full range of so-called
broken plurals in Arabic. This, however, is not crucial
from the point of view of gender - concord in M. S. A.

Dem. [haafulaa^i]
Part. [ba^d]
Sub, [madrasat]
Poss. [imadiina]

~> tullaab (masc.
plu. )

(6)
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Dem, [haafulaa^i]
Part. [ba'i d]
Sub. [madrasat]
Poss. [lmadiina] ^ taalibaat (fem.

plu. )
Num. [l^aSr]
Adj. [lzadiidaat]
Supp. [llaatii <— (fi <— lsaaha)]

The nominals "tullaab" and "taalibaat" require different

forms of the entities in the Num. , the Adj. , and the Supp. positions

as follows :

In the Num. position, the numeral "l'jaSra" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "l^asr" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "lzudud" is required by

the masculine nominal, and the adjective "l&adiidaat" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun "llaSiina" is

required by the masculine nominal, and "llaatii" is required by

the feminine nominal.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono¬

logical forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

". . . taalibaat... Q/^a... a-ii-aat^vu-u . . . at/vj^na"

The following table shows gender - concord within the type

of syntagrn which is under consideration here :
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animates - human

Definite
Nom.

Dem. Part. Sub. Pos s . Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. + X O O + + +

Dual + X O O + + +

Plu. - O O O + + +

'x' for the position which does not exist in the syntagm.

FIGURE 19

7. 3. 2. Syntagm s with animates - non-human as nuclei

The nuclei in this type of syntagm may refer either to a

male or to a female. The nominals "kalb" and "kalba(t)" may

function as nuclei in this type of syntagm. In the following defi¬

nite nominal governed syntagm, the nominal "kalb" functions as

the nucleus: "haa3aa kalb hiraasat lraa<^ii luaahid lkabiir lla^ii

fi lhaql" (this (is) the shepherd's new big watch dog which is in the

farm). This syntagm may be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [haa^aa]
Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss. [lraa^ii]
Num. [luaa~ftid]
Adj. [lkabiir ]
Supp. [lla^ii <— (fi <— Hiaql)]

kalb (masc. sing. )

If we replace the nucleus "kalb" by the feminine nominal

"kalba(t)", we shall have the following syntagm: "haa'Sihi kalbat

"hiraasat lraa^ii luaahida lkabiira llatii fi lhaql" (this (is) the

shepherd's new big female watch-dog which is in the farm). This

syntagm may be syntactically represented as follows :
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In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haa^aa" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the demonstrative

"haa^ihi" is required by the feminine nominal.

In the Num. position, the numeral "luaahid" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "luaaliida" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "kabiir" is required by

the masculine nominal, and the adjective "kabiira" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun "lla^ii" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the relative pronoun

"llatii" is required by the feminine nominal.

Both nominals require the same form of the entities in

the Sub. and the Poss. positions.

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the

phonological forms of the expressions of the signa that take part

in the feminine gender - concord can be represented as follows :

"ihi/^aa .... kalbat .... a^Q .... a^Q .... t

In dual, the nominal corresponding to "kalb" i. e.

"kalbaa(n)" functions as the nucleus in the following definite

nominal governed syntagm: "haa'S'aan kalbaa hiraasat lraa^ii

l?i0naan lkabiiraan llaftaan fi l'haql" (there (are) the shepherd's

two big watch-dogs which are in the farm). This syntagm can

be syntactically represented as follows :
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Dem. [haa^aan]
Sub. [biraa-sat]
Poss. [lraa<jii]
Num. [l^i^naan]

Adj. [lkabiiraan]

Supp. [lla-^aan <— (fi <— lfiaql)]

kalbaa (masc. dual)

Tile nominal corresponding to "kalba(t)" in dual is

"kalbataa(n)". In the following definite nominal governed syntagm,

this nominal functions as the nucleus; "haataan kalbataa 'hiraa.sat

lraalii l?i0nataan lkabiirataan llataan fi Ikaql" (these (are) the

shepherd's two big female watch-dogs which are in the farm).

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows ;

Supp. [llataan <— (fi <— ltraql)]

The nominals "kalbaan" and "kalbataan" require different

forms of the entities in the Dem. , the Num. , the Adj. , and the

Supp. positions as follows :

In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haa^aan" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the demonstrative "haataan"

is required by the feminine nominal.

In the Num. position, the numeral "Ifignaan" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "l?iQnataan" is

required by the feminine nominal.

Dem. [haataan]
Sub. [hiraa sat]
Poss. [lraa'yii]
Num. [Ifi6nataan]
Adj. [lkabiirataan]

■"~7? kalbataa (fern.
dual)
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In the Adj. position, the adjective "Ikabiiraan" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "lkabiirataan"

is required by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun "llaJSaan" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the relative pronoun

"llataan" is required by the feminine nominal.

The two nominals require the same forms of the entities

in the Sub., and the Poss. positions.

In terms of the grammateme method, the phonological

forms of the expressions of the signa that take part in gender-

concord can be represented as follows :

"t/v'S • • • • kalbataa .... at/v-0 .... at .... t /v 3

The nominal corresponding to "kalb" in plural is "kilaab".

In the definite nominal governed syntagm, this nominal functions

as the nucleus: "haa^sihi ba^d kilaab hiraasat Iraa^ii Pjasra

lkabiira llatii fi l"haq" (these (are) some of the shepherd's ten

big watch dogs which are in the farm). This syntagm can be

syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [ haa^ihi]
Part. [ ba*id]
Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss. [ lraa^ ii]
Num. [ llasra]

Adj. [ lkabiira]

Supp. [ llatii V" (fi <—lhaqi)]

kilaab (masc.plu.)
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The nominal corresponding to "kalba(t) in the plural is

"kalbaat". In the following definite nominal governed syntagm,

this nominal functions as the nucleus: "haa$ihi ba«|d kalbaat

"hiraasat lraa<jii l^a^ra lkabiira llatii fi lhaql" (these (are) some

of the shepherd's ten big female watch-dogs which ar e in the farm.

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [ haa^ihi]
Part. [ baj d]

Sub. [hiraasat]
Poss. [ lraa^ii]
Num. [lSalsr]
Adj. [ lkabiira]

Supp. [ llatii^—-(fi^—lhaql)]

kalbaat (fem.plu.)

The nominals "kilaab" and "kalbaat" require different

forms of the entity in the Num. position. The numeral "ISasra"

is required by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "iSasr"

is required by the feminine nominal.

The two nominals require the same forms of the entities

in the other positions. In terms of the grammateme method,

the phonological forms of the expressions of the signa that take

part in gender-concord can be represented as follows :

kalbaat 0 ^ a

With respect to this type of syntagm which has been

discussed in 3.2, the following table shows gender-concord within

this type of syntagm :
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animates - non-human

Definite

Nom.
Dem. Part. Sub. Pos s . Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. + X O O + + +

Dual + X O O + + +

Plu. - G O O + - -

FIGURE 20

7. 3. 3. Syntagm s with inanimates as nuclei - -

The nuclei in this type of syntagm are of three kinds:

masculine, feminine, and common-gender. They can be repre¬

sented by the nominals "kitaab", "ma&alla(t)", and "tariiq"

respectively.

In the following nominal governed syntagm, the nominal

"kitaab" functions as the nucleus: "haa'Saa kitaab ^uluum Itaalib

luaahid lzadiid lla^ii fi l^urfa" (this^is")the student's new science
book which is in the room). This syntagm can be syntactically

represented as follows :

Dem. f haa^'aa]

Sub. [^uluum]
Poss . [ Itaalib]

Num. [ luaadiid]

Adj. [ lzadiid]

Supp. f 11a $ii -— (fi<— 1 burfa)]

kitaab (masc.
sing.)

If we replace the nucleus "kitaab" by the nominal

'ma^alla(t)", we shall have the following syntagm: "haajihi
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ma&allat juluum ltaalib luaahida l^adiida llatii fi lfcurfa" (this (is)

the student's new science magazine which is in the room). This

syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [ haa^ihi]

Sub. [ 'luluum]

Pos s . [ ltaalib]

Num. [luaahida]

Adj. [ Izadiida]

Supp. [ llatii^— (fi ^—-1 Jurfa)]

—» mazallat (fern, sing.)

The two nominals i.e. the masculine and the feminine,

require different forms of the entities in the Dem. , the Num. ,

the Adj., and the Supp. positions as follows :

In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haa5aa" is

required by the masculine nominal "kitaab", and the demonstrative

"haajihi" is required by the feminine nominal "mazallat".

In the Num. position, the numeral "luaanid" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "luaa'hida" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "lzadiid" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "Izadiida" is required

by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun "llaiSii" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the relative pronoun

"llatii" is required by the feminine nominal.

Both nominals, "kitaab" and "ma^allat" require the same
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forms of the entities in the Sub. and the Poss. positions.

The phonological forms of the expressions of the signa

that take part in gender-concord can be represented by the method

of the grammateme treatment as follows :

"ihi A/aa ... ma£allat . . . a// $ ... a

The nominal corresponding to "kitaab" in dual is nkitaabaa(n)'

In the following definite nominal governed syntagm, this nominal

functions as the nucleus: "haaSaan kitaabaa <\uluum ltaalib lfiQnaan

l^adiidaan lla^'aan fi l^urfa" (these (are) the student's two new

science books which are in the room). This syntagm can be

syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [ haa^aan]

Sub. [ *\uluum]
Poss . [ ltaalib]

^ kitaabaa (masc.
Num. [ If igfriaan] dual)

Adj. [ lzadiidaan]

Supp. [ llafjaan ^—(fi Itfurfa)]

The nominal corresponding to "mazalla(t) in dual is

"mazallataa(n)". In the following nominal governed syntagm,

this nominal functions as the nucleus: "haataan ma^allataa

^uluum Itaalib lfi&nataan lzadiidataan llataan fi lfcurfa" (these

are the student's two new science magazines which are in the

room). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :
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Dem. [ haataan]
Sub. [ei uluum]
Pos s . [ ltaalib]
Num. [ 1 (ipnataan]

Adj. [ lzadiidataan]

Supp. [ llataan (fi ^ ljj'urfa)]

mazallataa (fem.
dual)

The two nominals require different forms of the entities

in the Dem., the Num., the Adj., and the Supp. positions as

follows :

In the Dem. position, the demonstrative "haatfaan" is

required by the masculine nominal "kitaabaa(n)and the demon¬

strative "haataan" is required by the feminine nominal

"ma^allataa(n)".

In the Num. position, the numeral "l^ifinaan" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the numeral "l^i^nataan" is

required by the feminine nominal.

In the Adj. position, the adjective "lzadiidaan" is required

by the masculine nominal, and the adjective "lzadiidataan" is

required by the feminine nominal.

In the Supp. position, the relative pronoun, "lla$aan" is

required by the masculine nominal, and the relative pronoun

"llataan" is required by the feminine nominal.

In terms of the grammateme method, the phonological

forms of the expressions of the signa which take part in gender-

concord can be syntactically represented as follows :
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't/V^ . . . ma^allataa . . . at^QS . . . at/v 0 . . . t(v'S'

The nominal corresponding to "kitaab" in the plural is

"kutub". In the following definite nominal syntagm, this nominal

functions as the nucleus: "haaSihi ba"\d kutub ^uluum ltaalib

l'ialra l^adifda llatii fi l^'urfa" (these (are) some of the student's

ten new science books which are in the room). This syntagm can

be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [ haa"£ihi]

Part. [ ba*j d]
Sub. [ luluum]
Pos s . [ ltaalib]

Num. [l^as ra]

Adj. [ lzadiida]

Supp. [ llatti^— (fi<— ltfurfa)]

kutub (ma s c. plu.

The nominal corresponding to "mazalla(t)" in the plural

is "mazallaat". In the following definite nominal governed syn¬

tagm, this nominal functions as the nucleus: "haaSihi bald

ma^allaat '(uluum ltaalib l^a^r lzadiida llatii fi ljfurfa" (these (are)

some of the student's ten new science magazines which are in

the room). This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :

Dem. [ haajjihi]
Part. [ba<jd]
Sub. [ ^uluum]
Poss . [ ltaalib]
Num. [ l*ja^r]
Adj. [ l^adiida]

Supp. [ llatii ^ (fi^— l^urfa)]j

mazallaat (fern.
plu.)
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The two nominals require the same forms of the entities

in the Dem., the Sub., the Poss. , the Adj., the Part., and the

Supp. positions. But they require different forms of the entity

in the Num. position. The masculine nominal "kutub" requires

the numeral "Hasra", and the feminine nominal "ma^allaat"

requires the numeral " l5asr".

In terms of the grammateme treatment method, the phono¬

logical forms of the expression of the signa that take part in

gender-concord can be represented as follows :

ma&allaat 0 /sja

With respect to the nominal "tariiq" which is of common

gender, it may function either as masculine or as feminine as in'

the following definite nominal governed syntagm, where this

nominal functions as the nucleus :

(a) "haa^aa tariiq saiiaaraat lsibaaq luaahid lzadiid llajfii fi

lmadiina" (this (is) the new racing cars' road which is in the town),

This syntagm can be syntactically represented as follows :

Dem. [haa^aa]
Sub. [ saiiaaraat]
Poss . [ lsibaaq]
Num. [luaahid]

Adj. [ l^adiid]

Supp. f lla$iif— (fi lmadiina)]

tariiq (masc. sing.)

(b) "haajihi tariiq saiiaaraat isibaaq luaahida l^udiida llatii fi

lmadiina". This syntagm can be syntactically represented as

follows :
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Dem. [haatfihi]
Sub. [ saiiaaraat]
Poss . [ lsibaaq]
Num. [luaahida]

Adj. [lzadiida]
Supp. [ llatii <- (fi <;—Imadiina)]

The following table shows gender-concord within this type

of syntagm which has been discussed in 3.3.

inanimates

Definite

Nom.
Dem. Part. Sub. Pos s . Num. Adj. Supp.

Sing. + X O O + + +

Dual + X O O + + +

Plu. - O O O + - -

FIGURE 21

.The following table shows the extent of gender - concor d

within the different types of the nominal governed syntagm in

' M. S. A.

tariiq (fern, sing.)
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CHAPTER VIII

Arab Grammarian's Approach Toward Gender

The aim of this chapter is to explain the underlying principles

of the Arab grammarians' approach for dealing with the phenon-

enon of gender concord. This will help to throw some light on

the differences between their approach and the approach presented

in this thesis .

8.1. The treatment of gender by traditional Arab grammarians

In this section I shall discuss the method of the traditional

Arab grammarians, such as Alferahidi and Sibawayh^, for deal¬

ing with gender. This method is followed by most modern Arab

grammarians, such as Sa'id Al-'Afghani and also some western

grammarians such as Wright.

Traditional Arab grammarians base gender-classifications

in the noun on the criteria of the following types :

1. semantic,

2. grammatical, and

3. formal.

1.1. The semantic criterion of grammatical gender-classification

According to this criterion, nominals in Arabic are classi-

(1) Sibawayh,Abi Bishr Amr: Kitab Sibawayh, Bulaq, 1899.
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fled into two groups: nominals that denote animates, and

nominals that denote sexless objects (inanimates). Nominals of

the first group are sub-classified into genders according to the

sex of the person or the animal they refer to. Those which refer

to males, such as "ab" (father), "£amal" (he-camel), "kalb"

(dog), are called 'true masculine', and those which refer to

females, such as "um" (mother), "naacja" (she-camel), "qitta"

(she-cat), are called 'true-feminine '. What has been said above

can be shown as follows :

nominals in Arabic

animates inanimates

" Sams (sun)
true masc. true fern.

. I I
" ab " (father) " um " (mother)

FIGURE 23

8. 1. 2. The grammatical criterion of gender-classification

With respect to the second criterion, traditional Arab

grammarians classified nominals which refer to inanimates into

three groups: tropical masculine, tropical feminine, and common

gender. Nominals which function in the same way as true masc¬

ulines in the language, i.e. they require the same forms of

adjectives and other word-classes which are required by true

masculine, are called 'tropical masculine'. An example of this

type of nominal is "kitaab" (book) in "kitaab kabiir" (a big book).
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Nominals which function in the same way as true feminines in

the language are called 'tropical feminine' . Such nominals

require the same forms of adjectives and other word-classes

which are required by true feminines, such as "saaha" (square)

as in "saaha kabiira" (a big square). Nominals which function as

both, i.e. as true masculine and true feminine are called

'nominals of common gender'. This category may be exempli¬

fied by the nominal "suuq" (a market) as in the following two

syntagms where the nominal "suuq" functions as true masculine

in the first and as true feminine in the second :

1. "suuq kabiir" (a big market)
2. "suuq kabiira" (a big market).

What has been said so far concerning the second criterion can be

shown by the following diagram :

nominals refer to inanimates

FIGURE 24

8. 1. 3. The formal criterion of grammatical gender-classification

According to this criterion, nominals in Arabic are classi¬

fied into two groups: nominals with feminine markers, and

nominals without feminine markers. Traditional Arab grammar-
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ians consider the following suffixes as markers of the feminine

gender :

Nominals with one of the above-mentione suffixes are,

from the formal point of view, said to be feminine. Feminine

of the type may be true feminine such as "taaliba" (a female

student) or tropical feminine such as "madrasa" (school). They

may also be true masculine, such as '"fallaama" (a learned man).

It is nominals of the latter type that are said to be feminine by

form, by the Arab grammarians.

Feminine nouns which do not exibit one of the above endings

are said to be "feminine by signification" e.g. "um" (mother).

What has been said above concerning the criteria of gender

classification by traditional Arab grammarians may be schema¬

tized as follows :

nominals in Arabic

1. -a(t) as in "zaw&a" (a wife)
2. -aa as in "^ikraa" (a female name)
3. -aa? as in "sahraa?" (a desert).

true masc. true lem. inanimate s

common gender

with without with without without with without
fern.- fern- fern.- fern.- fern.- fern- fem.-
marker marker marker marker marker marker marker

FIGURE 25
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In this thesis a distinction is made between semantic

(natural) gender and grammatical gender. In other words, they

are kept apart. The latter is a purely grammatical category.

Gender classification is based on grammatical considerations.

With respect to the nominals which refer to animates, two genders

are distinguished: masculine and feminine. Three genders are

distinguished in nominals which refer to inanimates: masculine

feminine, and common gender. This was carried out on the basis

of the concord patterns within the different types of the nominal

governed syntagm in Arabic. These remarks show, albeit indirectly,

the difference between my treatment of gender-concord in Modern

Standard Arabic, and the traditional grammarians ' treatment of

this phenomenon.
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